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ABSTRACT
This report presents a summary of findirgm from' a

year-long s :iolinguistic study of pupil and teacher/perceptionsof
clatsroo discourse. Subjects were 164 pupils, ,and. their teachers, in
six second, third, and fourth grade classroomd in a lower .

socioeconomic, multiethnic elementary school. Six teacher-planned
language arts lessons .were videotaped in each classroom over the
course of the year. In addition, videotapes were- Made of .

conversatiots in the families of three third-grade puFAls and ofsix
randomly _selected (stratified by sex and peer status) pupils in each,
classroom in an unstructured Allay setting. videotapes here played
back to pupils and a variety of tasks were used to collect data on
pupil perceptions of the "rules". of,discoursethe "units" and
"salient features" of discourse, and the.fanctions Of "guestioa
cyeled" in each of the three settings. Comparisons were made of pupil
responses over time, across settings, and in relation tc pupil
characteristics, including ethnicity, sex, entering reading,
achievement, peer status, and status with teacher. pupil perceptions
were compared to teacher perceptions, and both were compared to those
of outside observers, chiefly sociolinguistic specialists.-Important"
discontinuities were identified between children's perceptions of .

discourse in home and play settings and their perceptions of
classrooe discourse. Children's perceptions of and participation in
classroom discourse, for example, appeared to be associated with
differences' in classroom language patterns, as identified by
sociolinguists: Pupils' sex, entering reading achievement, peer
status, and status with teacher were all significantly. related to -

perceptions of classroom discourse,snd participation in classroom
discourse, but ethnicity was not. Frequency of participation in class
diAkussions contributed signiticantlyto explained variance )in final
reeding achievement. (Author/BP)
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ABSTRACT

This report presents a summary of findings from a year-long sociolinguistic
BEN: pupil and 'teacher perc.Iption6 of classroom discourse.i, Subjects were

164 ls, and their teachers, in Six second, third, and fourth gtadO class-

rooms in 8 lower socioeconomic, multiethnic elementary sch6o1 located at the,

southernetd of San Francisco Bay. Six language arts lessons were videotaped

in each classroom between September and 'January. In addition, videotapes were

made of conveltaXions in the families of three third-grade pupils and of six
randomly stratified (sex and peer Status; pupils in each classroom in'an un-
structured play setting. ,Videotapes were played back to pupils and a variety

of tasks were used to collect data on pupil perceptions of the !,:rmies" of dis-

course, the "units" and."salient features" of discourse, and the functions

of "question cycles" in-each of the three settings.. ,

Category systems were developed to code pupil responses to each task.
Nonparametric statistics, analysis of variance, and' regression analysis were
used to identify significant patterns of responses. CoMpaiisons were made

of pupil responses over time, acrosssettings, and'in relation to pupil char --,
acteristics, inbluding ethnicity, sex, entering reading achieyement, peer status,

and status with, teacher. Pupil perceptions were compared to teacher perceptions, .
and both were compared to those/of outside observers, chiefly sociolinguistic 1/4

specialists. e/ ."
Important discontinuitieswere identified between children's pirceptions '

of discourse in home and p/ay.settings and their perceptions of classroom dip- '

course, 'There sire signifies* classroom differences.iobhildren's petceptions
of and participation in classroom discourse that appeared to tie associated
with differences in slassroom language patterns, as'identified by. sociolinguists,( -

. and alsoi.apparently contributed to significant classroqin differences in final "
'reading achievement (entering reading controlled for). Pupils' sex, entering,

reading achievement, peer status, and status with teacher wefe all significantly .'ri

related to perceptions of 'classroom discourse and participation in clagsrobm'
discourse, but ethnicity was not. 'Frequency.of'pattipipation.in class_discuw-
sions contributed significantly to explained variance in final.reading achievement.

An explanation of pupil and teacher interpretations of how pupils learn
from classroom questioning was proposed, and validated by data on pupil partici-
pation in class discussions and pupil attention to,the comments of other pupils.

Questions.are proposed for further study.
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FOREWORD

. T1$. final report is organized into five separate party, which are:

Part I: What Did Ahybody S.4? '(salient features of, claskoom.
discourse)

?art II: Why po You Ask? (interpretations of the question cycle)

Part III: Rules of Discourse, Classroom Status, Pupil Participation,
and Achievement in Reading: A Chaining of Relationships.

Part IV: How Do We -Know? (alternative descriptions of classroom die-
.

. course)

o

Part V: Attending 4o the Discourse of Classmates in Play Settings

'Copies of other parts of this report can be obtained from Syracuse University.

at a nominal fee.

A number of 'people have contributed in a variety.of ways to the conduct
0

of the study and the preparation of the final report, and we are grateful to

then all. Rosedith Sitgreaves of Stanford University 11E4 us invaluable advice

on questions Of statistical analysis. Roger Shuy'of Georgetown University and
. , . .

the Center for Applied LinguiattaLwas a major consultant on the sociolinguis-

tic analysis nthe data and was assisted in his analyses by Steve Cahir, also

of the Center for Applied Linguistics. Arqulfo Ramirez of the State Univer-

sity of New York at Albany conducted a sub-study that provided a speech act

analysis of all thirty -six lessons. Margaret Lay-Dopyera oi Syracuse Univer-

\ 'Zity conducted a sub-study that provided a description of pupil's communica7

tionatterna in play settings.

keseirch assistants who bravely wadId'with us through the mamma of

ata, contributing impoTtant ideas of their own along the way, included Mary

Hamilton 'at the .California State University at Hayward, and Gary Gilluzzo,

Fred Pagel, and Patricia Graham at Syracuse Univeritty. The hardy souls Act

eaten ihe floor talking with pupils throughout the school year of 1978-79,
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and who enabled us to gather, wide variety of relevant data because they
-

so quickly won the trust and cooperation of those pupils, were Susan Lytle,

Kitty Norton, Stephanie Gannon% and Greg fierman.

We wish to express our appreciation to Kent Viehoever and.Virginia

Koehler of the National Institute of Education for their advice and oasis -

tance in dealing with administrative..idiosyncracles:of the project, and to

'Harold Shatzen (Research'Fouhdation, California State ity at Hayward),

William Hough, and-William Wilson (Office of Sponsored Programs,' Syracuse
1P

University) for their assistance in dealing with budget matters.

Production of this final report proceeded accordiitg to schedule because

of the skillful: typing of Laurie Battelle and Linda Wozniak. We are indebte

to them for their cheerful assistance.

.°

Most of all,we owe our thanks to the pupils and teachers of the "Se th

Bay School," who'shared witbius their thoughts about language iii,sclissrooms,'

Apr to the parents, who welcomed us in to their homes.67videotape family caner-

sations, and to the principal, who provi ed °the'support and resources to make

us feel at home in his school. We have earned much from all of them, and
k

,

1
will not soon forget any of them. A

4.

Greta Morine-Dershimer
(Syracuse University)

Morton Tenenberg
(California State University, Hayward)
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leRODUCTION

There is'a recognized needfor further research on teaching as'a linguistic

process, particularly research which'would help children and feeders, who are

the participants in classroom discourse, to understa ndeachpother More fully.

It is clear that the consequences orhiscommsnication can be bad for chtldren,

-both intellectually and Socially.' Miscommunication can occur with regard to
.

either rekrential meanings or social meanings.of classroom conversation.

This study has concentrated on investigating the sources and the effects of t

'4 p

miscommunication relateil to the social meanings of classroom discourse.

Ike study was designed to investigate participant perspectives of the

nature of communica4on in the classroom, describe pupil conceptions of the

_-
differences between discourse in the classroom, at homec,andin play settings,

examine the correspondence between pupil and teacher "conceptions of the rules

-of classroom discourse, and compare participant conceptions to those of a

.sociOlinguistieipecialist in analysis of classrOom discourse. In addition,

the study hIs examined pupil acquisition of the rules of classroom discourse,

with particular attention to pupil differences in cultural background, class-
y:14/

room status, and grade level, and to teacher-perceived differences in pupils'
c

----communicative behavior in the clasirojm. finally, the study has investigated

the relationship between teacher conceptioni of pupil differences in communi-

.

cative'behavior and teacher expectations for pupil su cess in reading achieve-

Spent .

'Review of Relevant Research

The two major areas of research most relevant to this study are class-

room research and research on children's language development. Classroom

researdg has expanded within th'e past several years to include a variety

of approaches to collection and analysis of data. At feast four different

approaches can be identified Ise methods and findings have relevance to.

the design of thil study. These ail! classroom interaction studies, ethno-

8
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graphic studies, sociolinguistic studies, and studies of teacher information

.procetsing. Within the field ofchild development research, sociolinguistic

studios of language development have most relevance to this study., Each of these

types of studies can provide useful information about communication processes

in the classroom, and relevant findings from all of these approaches will be

presented here.. But special emphasis has ,been given to sociolinguistic cpncepts

and methods, far it is'this approach that responds most directly to the questions

that are addressed by this study.

Relevant sociolinguistic concepts. The basic question that sociolinguists

ask_is: what differences.in form, content, and sequence make one sentence dif-

4erent from another with regard to the kind of attitude conveyed, the kind of

situation it is (e.g., intimate, formal); the kind of act it is (e.g.; request,

command), or the kind of Oglon who is talking (e.g., student, teacher) (Hymes,.

1972); Sociolinguists identify the social context as the most powerful determinant

of verbal behavior (Labov, 1970; Philips, 1972) and point out that different

cultvral groups have quite different sociolinguistic assumptions about how and

when it is appropriate to talk to different audiences (Dumont, 1972; Boggs,

1972). It has been demonitraied that all speakers are multidialectical or multi-

stylistic ( Labov, 1970) and that each adapts his/her style of speaking.to the

social stivation (Cazden, 1976; Blom & Cumperz, 1972). An understanding of

how to use. language appropriately in social situations is termed "communicative

competence" (Hymes, 1972). It has been suggested that children learn what is

socially appropriate linguistic behaVior through a process of "cultural transmis-

sion" (Rerlstein, 1971), in which they acquire "symbolic orders," or-'4'sys of

organizing experience. Bernstein identifies fair critical socializing contexts,

which are the regulative (e.g., parental scolding), the instructional (e.g.,

.classroom discussion), the imaginative re.g., talk during play), and the inter-

personal (e.g., conversation between friends),. 2

9'



Sociolinguists make important distinctions between the correctness and

the appropriateness of language use, and betWeen the pioduction and the compre-

hension of appropriate language (Stubbs, 1976). A major problem for speakers

of nonstandard dialects in interaction With speakers of standard dialects. may

be the mutual ignorance of each other's language (Abov, 1970).

A problem of concern to some sociolinguists has been the'fact that educa-

Arf
tional failure often appears to result from sociolinguistic differences between

teachers and pupils {Stubbs, 1976). There is some evidence that dialectical

differences cause educational problems only indirectly (Wight & Norris; 1970;

1

Wight, 1971, 1975; Sinclair, 1973), that is, by affecting the attitude of the

teacher toward the pupil (Stubbs, 1976). The attitudes that teachers, and

. .

many other speakers of standard English, display toward dialectical differences

do not Ware wi :t the facts.. It is not the case that some languages or some

dialects within a given language are less complex than others (Laboy, 1970, 1972).

It is not the case that the linguistic,differences among various English dialects

are extensive edough to interfere with understanding when speakers of different

dialects attempt to communicate (Labov, 1972; Gumperz, 1971). It is not the case

that differences in native language imply differences in cognitive ability (Cole

&Bruner, 1971; Keddie, 1973).,
. ,

Taken together, these sociolinguistic concepts and findings help to define-
.

the problem of investigating participant perspectives of classroom disCoufse.

The classroom is viewed as one soctal situation among severalpin which the child

participates. It can be expected thmtthe language appropriate to each of these

,different situations *ill vary; and that the child will have some measure of

communicative competence'in each of these varied situations. It is also probable

that children from different culture' backgrounds may haye different assumptions

about what is appropriate linguistic behavior in a given situation, and that

pupils' assumptions may differ from the teacher's assumptions. This suggests
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that the process of learning the rules, of classroom discourse can be illuminated

by comparing pupilst:tonceptions oU these rides to their conceptions of the rules

of discourse in the other social situations in which they participate, as well

as td teachers' conceptions of classroom discourse rules. In addition, it can

be expected that teachers will form judgments about pupils based do their use

of 'language in the classroom, and it is probable that these judgments will affect

teacher expectations for pupils. This suggests that teachers' observations and

conceptions of pupils' communicative ability need to be examined in more derail.

Relevant sociolinguistic methods. Mbst classroom researchers would agree

that "a major problem in studying.classroom behavior s that it takes a tremendous

effort to really see what is happening, rather than, sil6ly taking the scene for

granted andAnterpr(ting it in terms of :conventional categdries" (Stubbs, 1976,

pg. 70). Proponentf%r oclasardom.interaction aealysis have dealt with this

problem to some extent 6y having, the-teacher code the.interaction and Make 111-8/
I ,

her own interpretations (Flanders. 1970; Parsons, 1968: Morineo 1975). Ethno-4,...,

,
graphic studies, sociolinguistic studies, and studies of teacher information

'processing have dealt with it by making a concerted effort to gather data about; !
1

the participants' interpretatio of 'tie behavior, chiefly through a variety
401

of interview techniques. Sociolinguists particularly have emphasized the need

to study participant idterpretatbons of the social situations in which language
14

occurs. , ,..:.,

...

, . ..,'.

.

. Hymes (1972) points out that:

,'. "Authority accrues to an investigator from knowledge of a wide range
of relevanmaterials, from mastery of methods of analysis, from experience
with a type oftyrobbam. puethe authority also accrues frpm mastery of
activities and kills, from experience with a variety of language, in a

- community.. An investlgator depends upon the abilities of those in the
-actuation, whether it is a question of scientific inquiry or practical

4. -I

O

application." (pg. XV)
.

Stubbs r19765,argues that:

. "Research on children and-classrooms is usually'done by outsiders,
but ureimately it is only, the participants in n situation who have full
access totall its relevant aspects. Ultimately, a socicaingyesiic
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descriptibn of classroom language must come to grips with the values,

attitudes, and socially loaded meanings which are conveyed by the'

language, and'only the participants have full access to these values."

(pg. 76)

In addition to an acknowiediement'of the importance of participants'.

interpretations, two other methodological matters are of concern to sociolinguists

engaged in classroom research or studies of language development in children. .

The first is the problem of studying the "natural situation," a problem for all

classrpom researchers, for it has frequently been noted that haVing an observer

present in itself creates an unnatural situation. This is particularly true

when the social settingis'what is being studied, for it is the social aspects

of the situation which may be most affected by the presence of an outside ob-'

server. Pride (1970) underscores this nicely when he points out the difficulties'

inherent1 serving privat\l,,erbal behavior, for with the presence of agobser-

ver, privacy disappears.

Studieg differ widely in how closely they sample the natural language

setting, and in whether they report examples of actual. language 'used. Rather

removed from the natural situation are studies where participants' retrospective

reports are used as the basic data,-supported by observations of a few actual

communication events (e.g., Woods, 1975). Children's language in experimental

or test situations has been examined in a series of studies Te.g., Heider,

Cazden & Brown, 1968; Hawkins, 1969: Brandis & Henderson, 1970). Mehan (1973)
F

has argued that a.child's language ability is not an absolute quality; but

rather the outcome of a social encounter, thus suggesting that the test situation

itself "constructs" the child's ability, and is not a valid measure of his/her

actual use of language.

s A large preponderance of studies have been conducted through observation
a

of .and participation in the natural speech situation. Labov (1970, 1972) in

particular has based his work on long -term intensive fieldwork and participant

observation in, the speech communitAps he has investigated. He provides detailed

12
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analyses of the actual language recorded in those natural settings. A variety

of methods are used for recording naturally-occUrring discourse. Analysis has
6

been based on paper and pencil recordings (Torode, 1974; Atkinson, 1975),

transcripts of 4sound recordings (Bellack; 1966), the actual sound recordings

(Gumperz b Herasimchuk, 1972), and sound recordings supplemente y timed photo-
.

graphic records Walker 6 Adelman. 1972, 1975, 1976).

Some investigators observe and report on only one type of social situation,

focusing primarily on the classroom'or instructional setting (e.g., Bellack,

1966; Barnes, 1969 Atkinson, 1975). Gumperz and Herasimchuk (1972) varied

the social situation by varying the role relationships when they compared the-
..

discourse of an adult teacher with a group of thildren to a 6.-year-old teaching

a 5-year-old child. Several investigators have compares children's language

use in two diffierent social situations, thus obtaininglurther insight into

characteristics of"tlassroom discourse. :Philips (1972) compared school settings

to community s tttjgs in her stud:- of Native American children. Boggs (1972)
-.Rep

recorded and observed Hawaiian children in lessons, on the playground, and in

conversation with an adUlt observer, and identified different patterns in their'

speech that come aided to-these different situations. In_studying the functions

of silence fn Sioux and Cherokee classrooms, Dumont (1972) observed children

in classrooms nd in the community.

[

Taken in heir totality, these studies demonstrate that sociolinguists
. .

have made a concerted effort to observe language in natural social situations,
.

:

to record it as completely and accurately as possiblel'and to compare classroom

langUage'to language used in other socialsitdations In order to better under-

stand the social meaning of ciSseroom discourse.

The Second methodological matter of concern has to do with the features

of language that ought to Comprise the basic data for analybis, and to some
1

extent this appears to be,hased upon the "whimiof the researcher" (Stubbs, 1946,

13.



\pg. 107), as well as upOn the problem under study. The selected features have

included ailence (Dumont, 1972), children's repsonses to and uses of qua tions

(Boggs, 1972); the topic under discussion (Torode, 1974) tektcher1' use f

specialized terms (Barnes, 1969), talk-about-talk, or "metacommunicatioe'

(Atkinson, 1975; Stubbs, 1976), disruptive events (Atkinson, 1975), and instances

of miscommunication (Adelman &.Walker, 1975). Some studies have used a com-

bination of features, such as words, syntax, and interchanges (Mishler, 1972)

or words, sentence form, and intonation (Cumperz &Herasimthuk, 1972).

There are relatively few examples where researchers have analyzed class-

room'language as a system, rather than,focusing on isolated featured of the

language. Bellack, et al (1966), Schleg-ff (1968), and Turner (1969) are

important examples of this approach. Sinclair and Coulthard (1974) have identi-

fied a hierarchical structure:of classroom discourse in which acts (e.g.,

prompt, nomination) build up ini6 moves (e.g., initiation, response;

frame, focus), which combine to form teaching exchanges or boundary exchanges.

These exchanges combine to.formtranctions, and a series of transactions form

a lesson.

Stubbs (1975, 1976) has roundly critic' -4 the tendency foi researchers

to select as evidence any feature of languag. ,uich strikes them as interesting,

and urges the importance of analyzing language as a self-contained system with

an inherent organization. In particular, he calls for close attention to lan-

guage sequences (e.g., sequences of words, and sequences of conversational acts)

as a critical feature of language organizatioh.

The critical aspects of methodology discussed above have been aptly

summarized by Stubbs (1976) in the following statement:

"the demands which one has ts make for work on language in edUcation
are therefore as follows. The work should be based primarily on naturalistic
observations and recording of language in real social situations: mainly
in the classroom itself, but also in the home, and in the peer group, 4ich
is the most powerful linguistic influence op children. The work must be
based ,on a linguistically adequate analysis of what is said. this means

N
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both being explicit'about the relation between language forms and language

functions and also analysing the language as linguistic systems. It is

not enough, however, for the analysis to- be rigorous in a mechanical way:

what is required is an analysis of the social meanings conveyed by language
and an analysis of people's attitudes to language. Finally, if we are

to understand the general principles underlying the sociolinguistic forces
at work in schools, the analysis of-language in educational settings must

be related to what we know of sociolinguistic behavior in other settings.

These demands are stringent, and ...'no work ... yet satisfies them

on all counts." (p. 112)

These requirements have been echoed in part by Robinson (1968), Hymes (1971),

andkAdelman and Walker (1975).

This review of methodology strongly suppqrts the intent of this study,

which was to examine the social meanings that pupils and teachers, as, important

participants in the classroom Setting, attach to classroom discourse, to examine

teacher judgements about pupils' communicative behavior, to compare_pupil concep-

tions of classroom language to their conceptions of language in-other social

situations, to engage pupils and teLchers as "research assistants" or Informants

in the analysis of cltsroom discourse as a linguiStic system, and to compare

their analyses to that of a specialist in sociolinguistic analysis of classroom

discourse.

Relevant findings from classroom rthearch, While sociolinguistic studies

of the classroom are still largely "exploratory work on a relatively narrow

rangd ot,classrooms" (Stubbs, 1976, pg. 90), when the full range of classroom

research is considered, a number of important findings can be cited. To begin

with, claisroom dialogue is asymmetrical, with teachers contributing two-thirds

of the language on the average (Flanders, 1970). The question-answer sequence

is the most basic pattern of classroom dialogue (Bellack, 1966; Sinclair &

CoUlthard, 1974) and it'is a pattern that has been found to be-stable over fifty

years (Hoetker &ithlbrandt, 1969) and across different countries (Bellack, 1973).

This recitation pattern is One of the characteristics of "direct teaching," and

recent studies have provided some evidence of the effectiveness of this strategy

-(Rosenshine, 1977; Berliner 6 Rosenshine, 1976).

15
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However; the question-answer pattern carries different meanings for pupils

from different cu&tural backgrounds (Philips, 1972rBumont, 1972; Boggs, 1972).

.Moreover, teachers characteristically use questions that a!e not genuineirequests

A

foi information, but Are "test questions" (Labov, 1970), or "psuedo-questions"

(Barnes, 1969). The rules of.classroom dialogue are ouite distinct from, those

of conversation between social equals (Stubbs, 1976) and may act to inhibit

"children's use of language, by setting up a social situation in which they play

a passive role, giving short answers to discrete questions, and seldom initiating

discussion themse,lves (Flanders; T970). There is evidence from neveral.studies

that teacher absencecan lead tor'productive and complex discussion among children

''19. -

(Labov, 1970, 1972; Wight, 1975; Barnes & Todd, 1975), and that children follow

different rules of discourie in socialsituations other than,the classroom

(Boggs, 1972; bumont, 1972, Philips., 1972). 'This evidence supports the socio-

linguistic thesis that the social situation is the strongest determinant of

verbal behavior.

Several distinct functions are served by language in the classroom. Research

has explored some of the tognitivefunct4ons (Barnes, 1969; Mahler, 1972),

disciplinary functions (Woods, 1975), language control'fun'tions (Atkinson, 1975;

Stubbs, 1976), status definition funcons (Torode, 1934), and socialization

functions (4ckson, 1968; Snyder, 1971). The effects of pupil language on

teacher judgments can be critical. Hammersley (1974) has described how the

lenguage.of pupilyarticularly their responses to questions, can lead to

teacher judgments about the intellectual capacity of pupils. Wight (1971, 1975)

has demonstrated that children's dialectical differences can also lead to negative

teacher judgments ablogt pupil ability (see also Williams, 1972: Shane, 1970).

The informal assessments that teachetgmake as a result of their face-to-face

encounters with pupils can lead-to'decisions that greatly influence the,school

lives of children (gist, 1970; Leiter, 1974; Mahan, 1974; McDermott, 1974).

. 16
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Relevant studies of children's language development.' Studies of the develop-

ment of Communicative competence and performance in children have not been as

extensive. Several Studies have examined social class differences in the,

effectiveness of communication in.structured tasks such as two-person communi-
o

cation gamei. Lower class children have consistently been found to be less

.

explicit in their encoding (chilG
%as speaker) and less accurate in their decoding

(child as listener) than middle class children, and to-use a style of encoding

termed,Whole Inferential in contrast to the middle class chiles Part Descriptive

(Heider, 1971). These studieS have 'considered the child as speaker (Heider,

Cazden, & Brow's, 1968; Hawkins; 1969), and as both speaker and listener

(Glucksberg, Krauss & Weisberg, 1966; Krauss & Glucksberg, 219; Brandis &

Henderson, 1970; Heider, 1971). Bernstein (1972) found some crossover of

effectiveness. Middle class children were more expliCit in telling stories.

about a series of pictures, but lower class children were more willing to role

play the pictured situation, and to hypothesize about what the person in the.'

picture might be saying. There have "been questions raised about the effectA

of the 'test' situation on the accuracy of this picture of Aildten'scommunica-

tive ability (Stubbs, 1976), but Joan Tough 1Cazden, .072), taping children in .

play sessions, replicated Hawkins' results.

Some studies have examined children's, ommunication without emphasizing

social claws differences. Mueller (1971) videotaped play sessions of young

children and 'found that failure of communication was best predicted by frag-

mentary or unclear utterances (child as speaker), while success was best

predicted by the attention or involvemetit of the listener. Strandt -g and

Griffith (1968) found that personal involvement of the speaker in'photographs

'being described resulted in greater structural complexity of the description.

Labov,.et al (1968)%obtaleed similar results in comparing children's narrat

of television programa and personal experiences.

Several studies have examined children's communication in varied so

situations. In addition to those megrtioned'in the earlier section on socio-
.
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lingufOtic methodi, Carlson and Anisfeld (1969) and Weeks (1970) found that

very young children varied their intonation and pitch to'serve different func-

tions in different social situations.' Horner (1968> examined the types of (sn-

guage (mandsiand tacts) young ohildren heard and used when interacting with their

mothers and with other. thildren. Verbal behavior appeared to be more patterned

or standardized between child and 'adult than between child and child. The

possibility of detrimental effects of peer interaction on language development

hlts been raised by some other studies (Bates, 1975; Nelson, 1973).

Relating developmental research td classroom research. Developmental

research has studied the child as speaker and as listener. Classroom research

4 indicates that the child's principal communicative role- in khe classroom is th

of listener rather than speaker(Flanders,11,470). We know that the child's:,

speaker has strong, effects on the teacher's attitudes and judgments (Williams,

1970; Shamo, 1970; Hammeralley,.1974; Wight, 1971, 1975! Leiter, 1974; Mehan,

1974; McDermott, 1974). While correlations exisebttrween use.of nonstandard

dialects and cognitive features of language, such as vocabulary (Lesser, Fifer.

& Clerk,.1965) and language use (Cicirelli, et al, 1969), use of nonstandard

English has not been demonstrated to be a causal factor in school achievement

(Camden, 1972; Stubbs, 1976).. However, teacher expectations based on negative

judgMents of pupils resulting from language differences may have an effect on

school achievement (gist, 1970; Brophy & Good, 1969, 1974; Beer, 1960.- We

know a fair amount about the kind of language the child as listener hears in

the clasiroom (e.g., Mohler, 1972; Woods, 1975; Bellatk, 1966; Sinclair "&

Coulthard, 1974). We know verb' little about how the child as listener interprets

the 1 uage of the classroom. Whet we do know has been largely inferred from

a comp Joon of the Child's behavior in school and in other settings (e.g.,

Houston, 1970; Philips, 1974 Boggs, 1972; Umont, 1972). The point has been

strongly lade that the individual's interp tation of the social situation must

r
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be considered if we are to understand the'behavior we observe (Psathas, 1968;

Hynes, 1972; Stubbs, 1976,). It has also been demonstrated that it is possible

to tap individual interpretations of classroom behavior using whit Slobin (1971)

would term "indirect" methods, e:dige, having pupils identify the items of teacher

behavior they observe while participating in a lesson, then, group or categorize

these items according to their similarities, to reveal the concepts that, pupils

use in organizing their observations, of the classroom (Morinelnd Vallance, 1975)

In sum, the research cited,above demonstrates that we need to know more

about how pUpils with different characteristics interpret and develop coMpetence

in classroom discourse, about how closely pupil interpretations of the flags of _

classroom discourse correspond with teacher interpretations, and about how pupils'

language in the cleesrdom affects teacher expectations for pupil performance.

Additional research is necessary because the cansequencei of miscommunication

can be bad for children both socially and intellectually, and because a clearer

understanding of the separate,perspectives of the participants- iK classroom

discourage can eventually help those participants to understand each other more
C. 6

fully. Th guidelines for effective reseaia-have been clearly stated 4Stubbs,

1976). The essentials are neturali,stic observatiqn; an analysis of classroom

).anguege as a linguistic system; an analysis of the social meanings the partici-

pakp.attach to classroom language; and a comparison of classroom discourse

to sociolinguistic behavior in other settings. The study reported here was

designs14 with these criteria in mind.

The Research Paradigm 0

The general paradigm
t
that ha6 been used to guide this study is_nrented

in Figure 1. In this model the child's IllerceptIons of discourse at home/play .

and 'at school and hic/her paiticipation'in'classroom discourse are viewed as
V

intervening variables between family language factors, or classroom language fac-

tors, and eveitual success in school.' The lines indicate the types of relation-

ships that have been examined.
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Each'of the boxes in this model represents a set of variables. Figure 2

14

identifies these variables in more detail. Some of these variables are self-
A

explanatory, while Others will be explicated in the Owe of re rting,on

data collection procedures and findings. It may be wel to note, howev that

Jpecial emphadls is given here to the child's status,!both ductal and acad

in the ongoing classroom. This is an essential factor to be considered in

'examining the rules of classroom discourse,Ptinoe sociolinguists identify fiat 2

* as a key variable in understanding verbal interaction in any social setting.

It would of course, be possible to restrict our consideration of statue to

pupils in the aggregate, and examine classrodm discour only in relation to

differences between pupil status and teacher status. Qwever. we,haVe elected-
,

to take Barr and Dreeben's (1977) criticism of claisroilm research seriously and

examine, the differential status of individual pupils as this may affect trans-

actions w#hin classrooms.

Much of the research.on effective teaching has focused on standardized
.

achievement in basic skills as the single criterion of success in schodl.

Furthermore, success is typically defined in terms of "fa-Uri" status in achieve-

.ment of basic skills rather than status during the period that the classrooin

is in operation. It is the endrof-the-year test that is most often used to

determine the success or failute of the individual pupil and the effectiveness

of the,,classroom teacher. Entering achievement, which we have termed'"concur-

rent" status, is used.mainly as a means of-controlling for differential pupil

abllityyto arrive
A
at more accurate estimates of the teacher's contribupoh'

1.

to pupil achievement.

A sociolinguisty approach to the study of classroom interaction forces

us to acknowledge the importance of concurrent status, and to give equal emphasis'

to achievement status and status in the social system of the classroom in which

the interaction occurs. We believe that this kind of expansion of the concept
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' of "success" in school is.essential for a clearer understanding of classroom

discourse. Thevariables of entaring reading achievement, status with peers,

and status with teacher are all exantlei of acquired status within the school

and classroom setting, and as Ruch; are reasonably placed under the label .

"concurrent success" in school. The "ascribed" status variable of sex is clearly

a different matter. It is not, strictly speaking, a measure of success in

the school setting, but it Is a status variable of importance. In 'Figure 2,

we place it in the Concurrent Status category, set off by parentheses to indicate

that it is a special, instance of classroom status.

Investigative Questions

Four major questions were addressed part of this investigation. Each

major question has several subsidiary parts, as follows:

1. What do pupils conceive to be the units, salient. features,

functions, and rules of classroom discourse?

a. Do these vary by classroom/teacher?

b. Do these vary by cultUral.background, classroom status, or
age of the pupil? '

2. How crosely do the units, salient features, functions, and rules

of classroom:discourse conceptualized by pupils correspond to

those identified by teachers themselves?

a. Does the amount of correspondence vary by teacher?
r.

b. Does the amount of correspondence vary by cultural
' background, classroom status, or age of the pupil?

c. Is 000amount of correspondence related to the features
of discourse in a given classroom as identified by a
sociolinguistic specialist?

3. 'What differences'do pupils notice bdtween the features,
. .

functions, and rules of classroom discourse and those of

discourse at home or in play settings?

a. Do these differences vary by classroom/teacher?

23
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b. Do these differences vary by cultural background, classroom
status, orage of the pupil?

4.. What differences do teachers notice among'pupile; with regard to

communicative behavior'such as attentive listening, participation

in classroom discussions, observance of "no talking" rules, and

use of standard English?

'a. Are teacher ranking of pupils on these various types of

,communicative bJhavior interrelated?

b. Are there relatiohships between teacher expectations for pupil

success in reading and their rankings of pupils,on these various

types of communicative behavior?

c. Does the amount of teacher-pupil correspondence in identifying.
the rules of classroom discourse vary according to teacher-
perceived differences in pupils' communicative behavior?

PROCEDURES

Subjetts

4

-1P

The subjects of this study were 164 children, and their teachers,, in six
, .

second, third,
-
and fourth grade classrooms, in a :tingle school located at,the

southern end of the San Francisco Bay. The six teachers were all female, and

all had been teaching for many years. Four were Anglo, one was Black, and one
I

was.Portuguese. The school was located in i lower socioeconomic, multiethnic,

,.urban area, consisting mainly of small, single family dwellings. Stable, two

parent families predominated, and the school population was also remarkably

stable for'a lower SES community. About 452 of the pupils were Mexican-American,

352 wens Anglo, 112 Black, and 92 other minority groups, including primarily
.1

children of Asian and Portuguese extraction. The school appeared to us to be

remarkably well.integrated, with numerous friendship choices that crossed ethnic

"lines."

Data Collection 'Procedures

The basic data collection procedure for thisstudy involved videotaping

six language Arts lessons in each classroom over the first half of the ;Ohobi

. Year CSaptanber through January). Teachers selected their own contentior these

24
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lessons. We specified only t t they not teach spelling or.handwriting; and

that the lessons should include the whole class and should involve some verbal

interaffon (i.e., notqe comprised merely of individualized seat ork). The

lessons covered a variety of topics (e.g.,.capitallzation, nouns, poetry analysis,
4

creative writingl and a variety of activities (e.g., pantomime, a sensory awareness
o

exercise, textbook exercises).

The videotaped"lessone were played back to pupils and teachers on-the same

day that they were taught. Each pupil viewed three different lessons, working

indiyidual with a data collector, and responding to a variety of data collection

tasks. Each teacher viewed all six lessons, and responded to the same set of

data collection tasks as did the pupils. Videotapes of conversations in three

families (one Anglo, one Mexican-American, and one Black) were used to collect

information on perceptions of discourse at home. -Within each oclassroom a strat-
i

ifiea (peer status and sex) random sample of six students was videotaped

anihdoor, relatively unstructured play setting. and these videotapes of play

group conversations were used to collect information on perceptions of discourse

at play.

The specific tasks to which pupils and teachers responded covered a rather

wide variety of topics and involved several different procedures. Most tasks

were carried out in relation to all three settings (clasaroom,home, play), but

they are described here in terms of lessons. Briefly, the tasks included:

1. A sentence completion task on "rules" of discOurse, constructed on
the basis of pupil responses to an open-ended question about "how
people talk in your classroom:"

eenerat ing sentences which might be said by (or to) the pupil to "get
someone's attention" or "get someone to do something:"

3. Reporting "what you heard anybody saying" after playbacks of short
videotaped segments of lessons in which pupils had participated (re-

sponses were recorded verbatim on 3 x 5 cards);

4. Organizing 3 x 5 cards of "what you heard" into groups of cards that
"belonged together because people were saying the. same kinds of things;"
and
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5. Studying a set of teacher questions asked in the lesson (also pupil
responses and teacher praise) and explaining who said these things,
to whom, for what reason.

Additional data. Videotapes of the'lessons were used to produce transcripts

of each class discussion, and seating charts provided by the teacher were used .

to identify the pupil who made each comment, wherever possible. These data

were used to derive a measure of frequency of participation in discussion over

six lessons ft:1r each pupil, and within each clatsroom pupils were, classified as

high, middle, or low in frequency of participation, based on the'.overall patterns

of participation inthat clah.

To gather inidreation on pupil status in the peer group, each child (in

January) was presented with an array of photographs of children in the class,

given a series of scenarios, and asked to select the three children most likely

and least likely to fit each scenario. The episodes involved selection of a

team for a sports contest, selection of a team for a TV quiz "show, identifica-

tion of the children who would be likely (or unlikely) to take charge and know

what to do if there were an accident in the classroom and no adults were around,

and identification of the children who would probably be observed "hanging around"

with the pupil if (s)he were followed for a week. Composite scores were developed

for each pupil according to how frequently (s)he was mentioned under "most

likely" and "least likely" categories, and within each classroom pupils were,

classified as high, middle, or low in peer status, on the. basis of these com-

posite scores.,

Data on teacher perceptions of pupils' communicative behavior were collected

by asking teachers to group children on the basis of several different language

characteristics, which had'betn identified in earlier studies as salient fee-
,

tures to -teachers (MorineDershimer, 1979; Morine 6 Valiance, 1975). In Sep-

feather, October, and December teachers were presented with a set of 3 x 5 'cards,

each containing the name of a pupil in thtir classroom, and asked to sort, or,,,

. 26 .)
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group, the pupils according to: theit participaeion in class discussions; their

attentiveness during lessons; their tendency to follow the' "no - talking" rules

, .
.

of the classroom; their use'of "standard English;"ind their probability of

success in reading achievement for,the year. Teachers' groupings of pupils in

December, whenthe classroom was well established, were used to develop composite

scores of their ratings of pupils, and these were used as measures oNpupil

status with the teacher. Within each classroom Pupils were classified as high,

middle, or low in status with the teacher on the basis of these composite scores:

In.addition, the groupings were used to examine relationships among teacher-

rankings of pupils on the various communicative behaviors.

Pupil "entering" reading achievement scores were hped on the results of

the Metropolitan Achievement Test which was routinely'administered-hy all

teachers An the school in October. Within each classroom these scores were

organfzed by quartiles, based on the national test norms, since the state-funded

reading improvement program-was evaluated -A the basis of the number of pupils

who moved up from below the first of second quartile In reading achievement

during the course of the school year.

"Final"'reading achievement was measured by scores onthe Metropolitan

Achievement Test which was administered in the fall following our year of data

.collection. In examining the factors that might be related'to anal achievement,
).

we have dded regression analysis to control for entering readi cachievemeut.

Data Analysis

For each task administered, pupil responses were reviewed and category sys-
.

toms were'developed to reflect the pattern of these resptmes. These category'

systems are described very briefly in the section on findings, but are presented .

6
in detail in the five-part final technical report., Intercoder reliability in

use of these c ry systems was checked by having two separate coders code

all respons s one or more classes. In all coped agreement was above .85. .'1.*

'When all pupil responses had been coded, these data were colined with

27
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background information on pupils (ethnic group, grade level, classroom; etc.)

and the SPSS and SAS computer programs were used to identify general patterns

of responses, as well as relationships between patterns of response and other

pupil variables. In addition, pupil responses were compared across the three

sittings of home, ,play, and school, and within the school setting, the pupil

. responses were compared to-those of their teachers.

* Most of
A
the variables examined in this report ire qualitative, or have been

treated as qualitative in order to make comparisons across classrooms. In some

instances. decriptive data are reported; but no tests'of significance have
If

been made. Where appropr ate, nonparametric statistics have been used to test

the_ significance of r ationshipa. Regression analyses (performed by the SAS

computer program) have been used to identify the factors that contribute to

status with teacher, participation in class discussions, and final reading

achievement. Further details on Statistical analyses are presented in the

technical reports.

It should be noted that this is an exploratory study, and that a large

number of relationships have been examined. Thy reader is reminded chat sig-

nificant relationships which have been identified must be viewed conservatively

for this reason.

FINDINGS

Rules of Discourse *

Pupils in this study perceived clear differences in exvectations,'or "rules"

of discourse, acrosa the three settings of home, play, al, school. It may seem

inappropriate co,talk.about "rules" of discourse in informal settings such as

family conversations and play group interacedons, but it is the case that there

Are certain expectations of appropriate verbal behavior in any ongoing social

group. In comparing pupil statements about the formal rules of classrc

course with their statements about expectations in the informal settings*.. home

* No taste of significance were used with these data.
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and play,, we have attempted to identify the classroom expectations that seem

to children to be the most similar to and most different from the expectations

in the other settings that are most familiar to them.

With regard to expectations for being quiet and not talking, the following

items are worth noting:

1) When a teacher wants'quiet, she is expected to use a signal (turns

out lights, rings a bell), but mothers and playmates are expected
to give commands, and they are seen as giving sharp commands ( "Shut

up!") proportionately more often than teachers;

2) When teachers and mothers talk, children say that they keep quiet,
but when playmates talk, they listen;

3) Politeness rules for not talking are expected to opeAte more
strongly at play than at home;

, moislifrN

4)' Pupils are expected to be more bound by politeness rules than
teachers, and mothers and playmates seem ,to be seen as-following
these rules more than the children who are reporting:

5) There are few differences between home and schbol with regard to ex-
pectations about whom children talk to when playing or when work,

is done; and

6) While children are working, the expectations that they may talk
to an adult are similar at home and at school, but talking to a
child is a stated expectation at home mote than at.school, and.
talking to "no one" is a stated expectation at school more than at

home.

With regard to expectations for asking ancy answering questions. is

hardly surprising that children in this study indicated they were expected

to raise their hand in school if they knew the answer to a question, while at

home or play,they "just answered it," but the following results are someOhat

Co

more interesting:

1) The expectation is that children will directly acknowledge not knowing
the answer to a question ("I don't know") at home or play,. while.at
school, the acknowledgement is indirect ("don't raise my hand");

2) The expectation that a child will try to find out-the answer to a
question if (s)he doesn't know it is stronger at school than at home
or play, but the tendency to evaluate ability or question difficulty,
whether or not the answer is known (I'm smart, I'm dumb, that's an.
easy question, that's a hard question) is much stronger at home and
play than at school;

29
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3) It is expected that children ask questions at school, home. or play

a when they need help', but at school there is the added expectation

that they do this at the "allowed" time:

4) Teachers are expected to ark questions in order po teach, while
mothers ask when they went to_know something, and playmates ask
when they need help; and

5) Asking questions le seen as a situational activity for mothers as
often as for teachers (the teacher asks a question when we're doing
math, and my mother asks a question when she's cooking supper).

With regard to getting information, assistance: or praise, the following

expectations can be noted: °,

61.) ,
Signaling to get attention before asking for information is essential
at school, but surprisingly, gitting attention first is important
in home and play settings too ("Hey, Mom, come here" or "Hey, you

guys"); and

23

2) _Praise directed at the individual child is easier to come by at home

than at-school or play.

It is clear from these data that, in a general sense, children perceived

definite differences in the rules of discourse at school and in morasinformal

settings. This is hardly to be wondered at, for the reality is that differences

in expectations do exist in these settings, and children could not function in

the school setting if they were not aware of-the differences. A more important

question is whether different children perceive these settings differently.

For pupils in this study there were no significant differences by either ethnic

background or entering reading achievement in responses to the sentence com-

111

pletion-taik'for either the school or.home setting,

We cannot drop the issue of home-school discontinuities here; however.

Three types of rules can be identified in relation to home-school congruency of

expectations. There are rules with fairly high congruency, such as

Whp I'm playing, I talk to ... my friend!

2. When talks, I ... be quiet; and

3. doesn't talk when ... someone else is talking.

Thar
I(

are also rules with highly agreed-on discrepancies, such as:
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1. -If I know tthe answer to a question, 1 ... raise hand (achool)/

say it (home); '
.2. My teacher/mother says "good" when ... someone gives a good answer

(school)/I do something right (home);,and

- When I need htlp, 1 ... raise My hand (school)/ask my mother ',hose).

There' is no confusion about the differences between the two settings in the

above instacces.

However, there are rules for which expectations are mixed, or muddled.

A

It is these rules for whiChhome.schok discontinuities might be most apt to

0-
lead to misunderstanding and miscommunication between teacher and pupil. The

expectations which appear to be most "mixed" have to do with questioning. For

example: r .

1) If I don't know the answer to a question, I don't raise my hand/
-say I don't know (23 congruent responses, 35 agreed-on discrepant
responses, out Of ).43 total responses);

2) 'I ask a question when :.. we're s'posed to/1 need help (49 congruent
responses, 23 agreed-on discrepant respOnses, out of 143 total responses);
and

3) __asks a question when ... she wants to tell us something/
she wants to know; omething (32 congruent responses, 16'agreed-on

7-"1:kicrepant responses, out of 143 total responses).

The date
.

on pupil-teacher correspondence in defining the rulesof discourse "

also point to classroom questioning as the area where rules are least clear.

Pupils and teachers show the least agreement on rules about asking questions.

Pupils say that they ask a question "when the teacher's not talking," or "when

I!. s'posed to," but teachers believe that pupils ask questiont-When they need

help or want to-know something. -Teachers say that they ask a question when

they want to twat something, or (occasionally) when they want to know some-
4

thing, but over half the pupils responded by giving a situation in which the

teacher would ask a question, rather than a purpose for asking. v,

The strongest pupil-teacher-agreement exists for rui3Okabout answering'

questions and-getting information /assistance, all rules that involVe.dtin of the

"raise your hand" signal; 'Overill pupil-teacher agreement was strongest'in
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one 'class .where the teacher stated the rules Clearly and reminded.pupils of their

existsece'frequently.
. ,

?or the most part teacher perceptions of pup i communicatiVe behavior

(participation, attentiveness; following "no talking" rules) was not closely

related to'pupil agreement with the'teacher in stating the formalrules of

classroom discourse. That is; teacher perceptions, did not reflect pupils! formal

-knowledge of teacher expectations, suggesting that pupils' formal understanding

of the rules is not necessarily reflective of their operational understanding

(their real communicative behavior).

To summarize, these findings on pupil perceptions of the rulr. of glass -

room discourse point to no direct relationship!, between pupil perceptions of

_Oa LIDAl rules of csof
lassroom discourse and pu il status variables, but sug-

gest that home- school discontinuities in the rules.surrounding classroom ques-

tioning ;Asp lead to miscommunimation between teacher and

further study.

Forms of address. A special case of the rules of discourse involves

Choosing appropriate forns.of address. In examining pupil perceptions of appro-'

priate forms of address, we concentrated on two language functions that were,

This deserves

el
clearly important to pupils in all three settings. These were the functions

of settling attention and influedcing (controlling or directing)-others.

Pupils in this study generated a wide variety of sentence forms, including

commands, requests, suggestions, and questions, as appropriate for serving both

the attention - getting and influencing functions. Within each of the three

settings of school, home, and play, the forms of address identified as appropriate'

varied according to the relative_status ofthe speaker and listener in that social

setting. For example, command forms were generated as instances of talk by

mothers and teachers ("Do your chores now;" "Go get me some paper."), but ques-

tion and request forms were generated as instances of what pupils would say

("Did you fix my bike yet ?" "noise help as with my work."). Anglo pupils and

pupils high in reading achievement accorded more differential status (relative
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a

to themselves) totheir teacher than did Mexican-American pupils or pupils low

. . I

in entering reading achievement in the forme of address used to influence.

Lov peer status pupil& accorded more differential status to their playmates than

did middle or high peer status pupils.

4
In general, the teacher was accorded more differential status, relative

to the .child, than was the,mother in forms of address used to influence. But

pupils low in reading achievement, and Blacks knd "other" minority group pupils

(not Mexican-American) did'not accord asmuch differential status'to the teacher

vs, the mothei, in the forms of address used to influence her. .That is, they

did not, display as much awratess of a. home - school discontinuity, which seemed

to indicate they did not understand the status rules associated with forme of

addreskin formal settings as well as other pupils.,

These findings Indicate that pupilsin general were quite aware of the

relationships between social status and appropriate forms of address in etch of

b.

the settings most familiar to .them and of the very real differences between

.

appropriate forms of address in school settings compared to home and play settings.

Pupils who 'did not perceive the rules as different in the formal vs. informal

setting tended tole those who were culturally different, nd those who encountered

achievement problems..

Units of Discourse
and Salient Features

In reporting what they heard "anybody saying" after viewing videotape

playbacks-of lessons in which they had Participated, pupils in this study re-

4
sponded primarily by giving "simple" units, i.e.,-they reported actual language

' in 7ntence form, but provided no information beyond the utterance ("How many'

would like as to put another word up?" "I know how'to spell language."). Over

the course of the years however, as the, classroom became more familiar, signifi6
i(

cantly more contextual information was reported, so that more "compound" and

"complex" units of discourse were reported by pupils (p< .001). Some examples

Mk 'Analysis of variance vas usedwith,theae data.
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ern:

1.1:Nies Li. rang the bell. Nov to do your assignment, you have to

write the sentences.- re is (sic) 14 lines; and
,. . .

2. let's driw-e witch. 'Now .can you deicribe a witch? "

.. [The cslled on Rick) .-

Scary. 4--_
-I_dbditknow.hOw to draw scary, so I'll just write it on the board.

: in status with their peers reported moreinforma-

tips iacidallanguage plus contlxtuatlnformation)than did middle or low peer

Statue pupils 44.02): In viewing videotapes pf informal settings (family

,convereationcend play gr6ps) pupils reported more "events" without'gfying the

Actual language uttered, and prcvided less specific information (language used

plui contextual inforamtion), than they-did for the formal' classroom lessons

(p4.001).. t

In forming groups,(categories) of the 3 x 5 cards containing theirfreports',

of the language they heard in videotape replays ofiesions, pupils:; dentified

"contextual" and "social" features of discourse most frequently. That is, they

referred to.events or activities within whichope language occurred and to lan-

pale sources as important common (salient) fures of the language. Some

'11

examples include:

1. 'Instances selected:

a. Bill. Let's see what Bill can make.

b. Gavin, cone up and let's see what he can make.

c. Robert made "mousetrap," and that's a fun game, too.

bison for grouping: Those people went up to 'Wm some (compound)
words (on the feltboard;

2. Instances selected:

a. Do you know what a mental picture is?
[She asked Ysaj
A mental picture is something that you think in your head. (Yea)

b. There was a Jaw' chasing me. (Yea)

Beason for groupingf Yea's talking. It's about the stuff that she
seen in her heed (an exercise Mn-describins).



These "embedded" features of a social and contextual nature became signift- _

cantly more prominent 4111 the classroom became more familiar (p4.05), in much

the same way as contextual information/increased in the units of discourse reported.

Embedded features were as salient to pupils in videotapes of family conversations

and play groupsies they were in ,Lessons. "Written" features of language'kere

more salient to pupils in *lessons than in informal settings (04.05). Written

features were idenfified when pupils concentrated on the written form of the

language ("These all start with 'd.'") rather than the oral form ("They're all

talking about a game."). "Abstract"' (structural and functional) features of

language were more salient in informal settings (p(.05) ,(e.g., "The mother

was telling them to do something," a directive function).

There were no peer status or ethnic differences in salient featureslidenti-

lied by pupils, but there were significant achievement and grade level differences,

with lower achievers (p4.002) and second graders (p 4405) identifying more written

features, while higher achievers (p4.01) and fourth,greders (p4.001) identi-

fied more abstract features.

Teacher report of what they heard "anybody saying" in lessons understandably

tended to be in more complex unit than pupils' reports. In addition, teachers

tended to report a question in conjunction with a'pupil response, or a series of

responses, while pupils andektc mg pupil responses in isolation from the

questiqn that ellci*d it. Contextual features of discourse were "salient" to

teachers as well as pupils, but teachers focused a great deal on functional

features as well. Teachers' contextual groupings were organized by lesson con-

cept (e.g., these were the ordinary examples of compound words the kids gave;

these were the unusual and interesting examples they4gave), and their functional

groupings tended to be related to instructional purpose (e.g., questions I asked

to get out facts; questions I asked, to get expeessions of their opinions),

Thua, teachers organized classrbom language around content and instructional
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purpose, while pupils organized it around the activities of the lesson. ;

Thesociol nguist (Roger Shuy)' who analyzed the thirty -six videot4ped-lessoi

neiiher reported what he heard-"anyone'saying, nor, grouped" language units

on the basis of thilr similar features, but he did use cdiegories or concepts

to talk aboui the language features-that stood out for him. He identified

var,ierf'of "salient features" (e.g., topict manipulation, Self-referencing,
.

supersegmentals),but most salient for him.were the ways in which these features
\r"

of classroom talk contributed to 6 detracted from the immediate function

(managing the flow of talk) and the long-range function (learning) of the classroom.

He also appeared to "bear" more teachet talk than pupil talk. ,,The instances of

pupil talk presented in his report were there primarily to illustrate the ways

in' which, talk served to manage or.control the_flqw.ofpupil talk.

t' These differences in perspective are presented graphically 'in Figures 3

4t.

and le. Figure 3 can be interpreted as follows: jdeally, any l esson is designed

to serve some long-range goal or purpose; at the same time the ,esson has a

content-and purpose of its own; this content or purpose determines the management

procedures appropriate to the lesson; the management, in turn, is designed to

facilitate-the activities which occur within the lessOn. The findings of this

study suggest, that pupil perceptions of language were organized by the "Lmer

circle," the lesson activities. Teacher perceptions were organized from

broader or more encompassing perspective, by the content and purpose of the lesson.

The sociolinguist perceived classroom language from two perspectives, one more

narrow (management of the flow of talk), and one more broad (long-range purpose).

In a sense, then, his perspective was at once more encompassing and more penetra-

ting than the teacher's perspective, and indeed, this is what we should

from an outside observer, just as we should expect the teacher's perspective

to be more encompassing than the pupil's. Considered as a whole, Figure 3

illustrates.the point t%wt-the fullest understanding of classroom language can
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only be achieved by the inclusion of all of these perspectives.

Figure 4 illustrates three perspectives of the saliency of the two main

sources of classroom talk. For the pupil, pupil talk predominated and there

was no clear relationship between teacher talk and pupil talk. For the teacher,

both teacher talk and pupil talk Nere salient, with pupil talk having a slight

_edge, and there was a reciprocal relation between the two. For the sociolinguist,

teacher talk predominated, and functioned primarily to manipulate or direct pupil
.

talk. Here, it seems to us, the teachers' view was the broadest, or most Occompas-

sims of the three, but it is still the case that all three perspectives must be

combined to provide a really complete view of-Classroom language.

To summarize, the findings on pupil and teacher perceptions of the units

and salient features of classroom discourse all emphasize the importance of the

social context in the formation of these perceptions. In particular, the role/

status of the participants in the social setting, thegstage of development in

establishing the socialtsiltem itself, and the purpose for which the system

has been established, all appeared to be contributing to differences in partici-
.

pant perceptions of classroom discourse. Furthermore, it is clear that pupil

perceptions of language shifted as the social context changed from the formal

setting of the lesson to the'informal settings of conversations in families

and play gioups. -

These findings underline the need to know more about how the social system

of the classroom is.established, and what part language plays in that establish-

ment. The sociolinguistic,analysis of these lessons focused on the language

used by teachers as a fundamental factor in the social system of the classroom,

and emphasised the ways in which classroom differences Were created by subtle

differences in teacher use of language. We turn next to.an examination of these

differences, focusing particularly on the Management function, and on Class-

room questioning.
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Sociolin&uistic Away's.
of Classroom Language

33 f.

Roger Shuy's sociolinguistic analysis of these lessons grew out of a partic-

ular perspective on the relationship between talk at home and talk at school.

He noted that talk in the classroom is the major device for assisting in learning.

Children come to school.from an environment in which talk is conversational.

They meet anew kind of language use which requires them-to learn new rules.

They have to learn that one cannot talk at will without making a bid for a turn

(visual r verbal). They need to learn a new set of asymetrical interruption

rules. they need to learn the'subtleties of indirect language use ("I see

Someone whose hands aren't folded" actually is an imperative, even thoughit has

the form of an observation). The learning. pattern may be described as follows:

Home conversation School talk

With such a developMental*pattern clearly evident/ it would seem reasonable-

that effective classroom language would attempt to move in the learner's direc-

tion rather than to expect the learners to be immediately proficient in a language
0*.

system they have not yet mastered. Sucha strategy would-look like this

Home language School` talk

That is, the effective teacher would attempt to reduce the mismatch of school

and. home talk styles by:

1)_ eliminating the unnecessary characteristics of school talk;

2) -accepting the errors in stylistic conflict caused by the
mismatch; and

3) settim a reasonable and gradual pace for acquiring those
Aspect* of school talk which are necessary to be learned.

Some of thstraps into which teachers can fall are'.

1) valuing the need to'control (and using language to gain
this control) over the need to learn;

2) setting individual learning beneath group socializing;

3) emphasising managing (through talk) over the learning

of content; ,

Friedman analysis of variance by ranks wee used with these data.

9
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failing to take.advantage of the students' natural develop -
mental learning by not permitting the .k to talk, by ignoring

what they talk about, and by not capitalising on what they
do say_and then steering that talk toward thecontent
topic; and

34

1

5) failing to build on the natural conversational style
with which children are familiar.

Shuy noted that some teachers do better than others at avoiding or addressing

these traps. Figure 5 presents a Summar, of the malo elements of language in these

six claisrooms, as described'hy Shuy. He pointed out that this description was

not meant to be evaluative, although it certainly delved into this territory

whether it intended to or not. What it should point out is that there are many

distort/6ns to talk in the classroom, and that not all teachers work in the same

way. If the six teachers studied here provide any sort of microcosm of a largei

universe, it is clear-that any assessment of teacher competends in

using linguage is highlyNcolagical rather than segmental. ,To isolate any one

language feature from the overall task and from other language features is not

Ilossible in the usual quantitative paradigm. To say that ritualized language

is bad, per se, is not possible, since such language does accomplish certain .

desirable goals. nut natural conversational style is more effective, seems

intuitively right, but it may well notbe right for every child or for every oc-

,casion, What is offered here is, instead,,only a set of dimensions for analyzing

the'vaaof talk in the classroom, illustrated by a set of samples of six teachers

In one school.

.In examining hasiroom questioning, Shuy proposed a model for effective

use of "probing" questions, suggesting that the most useful strategy would in-

vasive movici from open-ended (Tell me about the industry of, Bolivia) to "wh-

q?estions"' (What is the leading export of Bolivia?) to "Yes-No" quesi.!-as (Is

iin the leading export of Bolivia?) to "tag" questions (Tin is the leading

4aeport of BoliVia, isn't it?). This model is based on the supposition that

teachers ask probing questions in order to find out what pupils know. In his

41-
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A Summary of A Sociolinguistic Analysis

of Classroom Language Differences

Teacher A Teacher
lessons all focus 1. lessons focus 1.

on "doing school" -on "coing content"

-.alarm the
lesson with
"ritualised
language"

. students are
insecure about
what a "safe
topic" is, so
they "recycle
old, safe
topics"

4. exhibits a
"slow pace"
and talks
in a
"monotone"

42

I+ I

2. skillful at
managing, Working
on both- form

and content of '

pupil language

1

Teacher'C
lessons focus on 1.

"doing school"

2. sets the groJid
rules for the
lesson but "not
with clarity"

3. topics controlled 3. shows
by teacher, but topic
she is "amenable

suggestions"uggestions"
from pupils

4. uses shifts in
intonation and
pace to mark
segments of
the lesson;
skilled at
"teacherese"

0

"weak
shifting"

4. displays "an
as yet unde-
veloped
ability to do
'teacher talk'
effectively"

Teachei J
lessons focus
on "form of
doing content"

2. "consistently
informs her
class about
where they are
in the let ,on

plan"

Teacher E
1. lessons focus

on "form of
doing content"

2. illustrates a
technique of
"management
by withholding
information"

3. topics con- 3. tight control
trolled by
teacher, but
she is
"amenable to
suggestions"
from pupils

4. exhibits
"dramatic
verbal be-
havior;"
pre-lesson
activities
include
more
"natural
conversation"

of the topic

Teacher F
. lessons focus in

"doing content"

2. manages with
"clear sequence
markers," opens
with personal
anecdotes, in-
vites class to
,"join.the conversi

tion"

"adept at, topic

branching:"
"topics flow
smoothly from
one to another"

4. one of the 4.

"best examples
If the special
language of
classroom
teacherese"

the-most "natural'
use of language
of all six
teachers

43
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analysis of questions in these classrooms, Shuy noted that:

1) Questions were an important part of classroom talk in these lessons,

.

, comprising approximately one out of every three teacher utteralces;

2) The questions asked in these lessons did not follow the proposed
model of an effective probing strategy (i.e., moving from an
open-ended question to a wh-,question to P yes-no quest

'b

n to

ia tag question);

3) The flow of questions in these lessons did not follow the vertical

downward movement of the proposed model, but appeared to be
more horizontal (i.e., a series of wh- questions were asked before
proceeding to a yes-no question);

4) Teachers in these lessons used mostly wh- questions and yes-no
questions, with only two of the six teachers' showing a strong
predominance of wh- over yes-no questions; and

5) Wh- questions, tended to-dominate five to one over yes-no questions
in the process pares of the lessons. But teachers differed greatly
here, with two teachers (D and E) havfng a strong four to one
dominance of wh- questions, two teachers (B and F) using wh-
and yes- no questions in about equal amounts, an? twoteachers

,
CA and C) using yes-no questions twice asoften as wh- questions.

It is worth noting that the two teachers who show.,d dominance in use of
. _

wh- questions (D and E) were the two who focused on "the form of doing content"

(see Figure 5), while the two who used wh- questions and yes-no questions

in equal amounts (B and,F) were the two who focused en "doing content,"-and

the two wl(used yes-no questions twice as often ES wh- questions (A and C)

were the two who focused on "doing school.'' Thus we see that questioning

strategies in these classrooms appeared to be closely related to whether the

principle functionof classroom. 4:alk was on the socialization aspects of language

arts or on the content aspects.

Speech act analysis. A special sub-study was conducted to determine

whether the approach selected for the analysis of language as a linguistic

system would strongly affect our overall findings. In addition to Shuy's

,analysis, two other descriptions of these thirty-six lessons were developed.

Arnulfo Ramirez carried out aspeech act analysis, using an adaptation

of Smith and Coulthard's model (1975), which he had used in an earlier study

of language art?! lessOns (Ramirez, 1979). He identified the tYpes of acts

44
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that occurred within the opening, answering, and follow-up moves within both

teacher-intiated and pupil-initiated exchanges: Discourse was found to be

do...inated by teacher-initiated exchanges, with a relatively high density of

speech acts occurring in the opening rove. In teacher-initiated exchanges

there were' significant differences in frevency of particular types of acts

/11\

within each of the three_moves (p <.001 in each case), Opening moves (teacher)

37

were dOminited by speech acts categBITEAdessaJdirective management" ar.d "non-

participant infOrmatives" (stating fact, example, observation that did not

include the speaker directly). Answering moves (pupil) were dominated by

"non-participant reacts" (responses to teacher calling on pupil, -ohere response

did not include any personal opinion, attitude, or experience). Follow-up

moves (teacher) were dominated by ;'accepts" ("all right," as opposed to "very
wft

good"). .

There were significant shifts over time in the speech act ratios of

general management to lesson-related management, and participant replies and

.

reacts to non-participant replies and reacts, with general management decreasing

and articipant replies and reacts increasing from September to December.

This ended to support other findings related to development of the classroom

as a social system.

This speech act analysis tended to support Shuy's conclusions with regard

to the importance of talk as management in these classrooms. Ratios of "real"

to "psuedo" questions and "participant" to "non-participant" informatives

within opening moves in each lesson were examined to idehtify possible statis-

tidal differences in'use of "natural language" from the poineof view of speech

act analysis, but no significant classroom differences were found on either

of these measures: There were significant classroom differences in speech

act ratios related to management acts, and these tended to corroborate Shuy's

descriptions of Teachers C, D, and E. Teacher F exhibited no "extremes" on

any of the speech act ratios which involved significant classroom differences,

t
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which might be construed as support of Shuy's view that she used "more natural

language.",

Diagramming lesson structure through question cycle sequences. A. third

type of sociolinguistic analysis utilized an adaptation of-a system for rate-;

gorizing question cycles that was developed by, Johnson (1979). Diagrams were

developed for all thirty-six lessonTii, designed to display the:structure of

38

each lesson in relation to three types of question cycles: independent (two'
.

cycles are structurally, separate; as a new question is introduced); conjunctive

(two cycles are tied together bec6ause-the same question is asked of more than

one student); and embedde4 (one cyCle is-contained within another, because
,I.

the react or follow-up move involves a new solicitation of'the same pupil,

as in the case of a probing question or a question of clarificatiin). These

structural displays showed aegreat deal-of difference from lesson to.lesson

in terms of the vertical (independent cycles) development vs. the horizontal

(conjunctive) development of the lesson. Mdch of this variation seemed to

derive from the instructionAl strategy, or teaching,procedure,,being used.

This was'partitularly evident in the diagrams of Teacher B's lessons, which

are presented in Figure 6. Teacher B taught several lessons using a variety

of "modeis' (Joyce 1972),'so differences in instructional xirategy

from one lesson to another were quite marked.

Using these'diagrams, measures of the "conjunctivi developmeii" and

"embedded development" were derived for each of the,36 lessons, and an analysis

of these measures showed significant shifts over time in conjunctive development

64.05), with similar shifts which approached significance (p4r..l0) in embedded

development.' In each case the December and January lessons tended to be ranked

highest, suggesting that questions tended to be pursued in somewhat more depth

as the year progressed. Thisalso parallels findings on development of the

Classroom as a social system., (Note also that pupil replies to questions

!bitted toward more"participent" Information during this period.) There were
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no significant classroom differences in conjunctive or embedded development

of lessons. This analysis of the sequential'structure of clesszopequeStioning

presented a very different perspective from Shuy's analysis. It provided

neither a specific corroborationof,nor a specific contradiction of his findings.

"Salience" of leaguers events. Earlier wenoted that pupil repOrts of what

they "heard anyone saying" in lessons tended to focus on pupil responses in

isolation from teacher questions or comments, Ramirez' speech act analysis

provided statistical corroboration oftfiis,pattern. Speech acts occurring

in the answering move were reported significantly more often (proportionate

to their occurrence) than acts in the opening or follow-up move (p.00013).

Thus, pupil attention was strongly focused on the comments of other pupils.

The structural analysi of question cycle sequence also provided additional

information on the sa ence for pupils of particular types of language events.

Pupil responses to questions were reported significantly more often when they

c9
occurred in conjunctive cycles (p.0017) and in question cycles that contained

embedded cycles (p...00°13). This suggests that pupil comments were most salient

to other pupils when they Occurred in response to a teacher question that was

pursued (expanded, developed) by the teacher in some way, e.g., by asking a

probing question of the same pupil, or by asking another pupil to'respond to

the same question.

Summary. To summarise, each of three different approaches to sociolinguistic

analysis provided useful information about the language in these six classrboms.

The three approaches supplemented each other in very interesting ways. While

they did not corroborate each other in every detail, y did not contradict

each other. Roger Shuy's analysis identified classroom differences in language

use. Ramirez' speech act analysis corroborated several of these identified

differences. Both the speech act analysis and the analysis of the structure

of question cycle sequences provided evidence relative to changes in the

social system of the classroom over time and pupil attention to the responses
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of othatiPupils. In addition, the analysis of,lesson structure identified

differences related to instructional strategy.

In 41 of these analyses particular attention was given to classroomX11

questioning, which had been identifiedas a critical area by the findings

on rules of discourse.

Tupotions of .Questions,

MilepmjAMI PraMTelr s
/

Pupils in this study readily identified the very real differencesin the

functions of questions in lessons and in family conversations. Teachers asked

questions "to tell," or "to.teach," while mothers asked questions because

"they wanted to know." Childran's responses to questions, on the other hand,

were seen as serving a more or less "routine" intera _function in both

settings. That is, children answered questions because "someone asked."

Questions and responses to questions occurred very infrequently in lay

group settings, and when they did Occur appeared to serve an attention-getting

function rather than an informing function. Because questions were so infre-

quent in the play videotapes, data on children's definitions of the functions

of questions and responses in play settings were not gathered.

Teachers agreed with pupils. in stating that questiOns served primarily
am*

an instructional function. Thus both sets of participants tended to disagree

with the outside- observer (sociolinguist) wh suggested that effective ques-

tioning
,

should involve a diagnostic function, informing the teacher about

what the pupil knew.

Pupils reported that teacher praise was given because it was deserved,

i.e., "we had good ideas." Praise occurred very rarely in the videotapes of

both family conversations and, play groups, so pupil definitions of the functions

of praise in these settings were not obtained. Pupil perceptions of teacher

praise were quite pngruent.with teacher statements, for teachers said they

used praise for feedback-to pupils that their ideas were correct or good..

* Chi square and regression analysis were used with these data.
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There were no significant ethnic differences in pupil perceptions of

the functions of questions, responses, or praise at school, or the functions

of questions and responses at home. There were significant relationships

(p( .025) between pupil perceptions of the functions of questiOns in lessons

and their "composite concurrent classroom status" (a combined measure reflecting

entering reading achievement, peer status, and status with teacher). There were

significant relationships between pupil perceptions of praise and each of the

concurrent, classroom status measures separately (entering reading achievement,

p4:.01; per status, p..05; status with teacher, p4,.005). Children, of higher

classroom status viewed questions as instructional and praise as deserved,-

r4
while children of lower classroom status tended not to provide any definition

of the functions of these language events.

There were strong classroom.differendts in pupil perceptions'of the '.

functions of teacher questions (p<:001) and of teacher praise (p4.05) in

lessons, and these differences corresllonded to differences in teachers' use-lef,

-questions and praise, as identified in analyses of the classroom language.
/-

Teachers C, E, and F stood ouelparticularly here.

Teacher C relied almost exclusively on questions presented in the teacher's

guide of the textbook, and used the highest proportions of repeats of pupil

responses, and the lowest proportions of actual praise. Pupils in this class-
.

were less able than other pupils to define any purpose for the questions being

asked, and tended not to define praise as deserved.

Teacher E's questions, according to Shuy, did "not build vertically,

- toward larger knowledge... She inches forward slowly, never fully revealing

the right answers.': She had high proportions of repeats of pupil responses,

and low proportions of praise. Pupils in this class defined questions as

serving an instructional function, and saw praise 44,deserved.

Teacher F, said Shuy, used questions in a "natural conversational style,"

and reacted to pupil comments with "questions which both built on what the
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student had contributed, andat the same time allowed the teacher to design

where the topit .ould go." Teacher F's lessons almoSt alWays began with a

,series of "real" questions. She used roughly equal proportions of repeats,

acceptance, and praise. Pupils in this class defined questions as serving

an informative function ("she wants to know"), and thought praise was deserved.

These classroomidifferences in pupil perceptiOns of the functions of

questions in lessons, and in teacher use of questions and praise, appeared

to have some relation to final achievement, for there were significant differences

between pupils in Classrooms E and F in final reading achievement, when entering

reading achievement was controlled for. It is important to note here, however,

that. Teachers A and'C,' who received the most critical "reviews' from Shuy,

did not have pupil's who scored significantly lower in final reading sthlevement

(entering reading controlled for).

In addition, the evidence indicated that defining questions as informative

contributed significantly to the explained variance in pupil participation

in classroom discussions (p< .0l),. Defining-praise as deserved was also sig-
..

nificantly related to higher participation in class discussions (p.025).

Frequency of participation in class discussions contributed significantly

(p.C.0001) to the explained variance in final reading achievement (entering

reading controlled for).

To summarize, the findings on participants' perceptions of the functions

of quesiion4, responses, and praise related to and suppdrted severi'l other

findings already repOrted: In particular, the sociolinguist's descriptions of

cassroomdifferences in use of language were reflected in differences in

pupil perceptions of the functions of language in these classrooms.- In addition,

the findings on ruled of discourse pointed to the probable importance of

an understanding of the rules surroundpg,classroom questioning for pupil

success. in school. The findings repored here support this supposition, for

understanding of the functions of questions and praise was shown to be related
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concurrent classroom status and ,to participation in class discussions, which

wan in turn related to final reading achievement.

Salience of Ley ige Events*

The language events which .were most frequent in'occurrence were not necessarily

the Ones which were most "salient" to pupils (i.e., reported as heard most often,

proportionate to their occurrence). This was true in both classroom and play

settings, and was particularly true fo questions, responses, and praise in

the classroom setting.

As toted earlier, "salient" speech acts or.curred more frequently in the

answering move than the opening move .(p 7...00013) in teacher-initiated exchanges.

It was also the case tat there were taigher ratios of attention for pupil

answers than for teacher questions (p<.001). This latter fact was true for

-..bOth teachers and pupils. Thus, although teacher questions occurred somewhat

more frequently, pupil responsei were more salient-to the classroom participants.

Similar'y, with regard to teacher praise, as the intensity of praise

increased from simple acceptance, to mild praise, to strong praise, it decreased

in frequency of occurrence, but was reported as heard more frequently by pupils.

In addition, pupil responses which drew teacher praise were reported as heard

.moretdrequently than responses which did not.

In play groups, the most frequently occurring language events were "information-

giving," "attention-getting," and "directing /influencing," in that order. The most

frequently reported events were directing/influencing and information-giving,

in that order. it appeared that directing/influencing language was particularly

salient to children in the, play setting, while attention-getting language tended

to be ignored, or screened out.

Thui, children in this study were involved in information-giving and attention-

getting in both play groups and classroom lessons, albeit in quite different

ways in the two 'Lettings. The directing/influencing language that they used

so fra;uently in'play settings was rarely used in classroom lessons. They

* Kruakal-Wallis and Friedmah analysis of variance were used with these data.
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attended to.informatiori-giving language in both.play groups and lessons (e.g.,

pupil responses). They attended to the directives of peers in play settings,

but did not frequently report the directives of teachers in lessons. "Atention-
.

getting language add behavior (raise your hand) were not frequently attended

to in eitner setting.

These findings indicate that pupils in4is study were using different

language production and reception skills in the two settings. A further analysis

was made of factors that might be affecting their patterns of attention

(language reception).

In lessons, the ratios of pupil attention to teacher qJ2stions were not

significantly related to the type of question that was asked. However, ratios

of attention to pupil responses were` significantly related to the type of

11111.1b.

question being responded to (p4.001). Pupils reported hearing responses.to

lo-ver convergent and higher divergent, questions most frequently. Responses to

rhetorical questions were reported least frequently.

There were clear individual differences in pupil patterns of attention

to both teacher questions and pupil responses. Fourth graciers attended less

than secer1 or third graders to teacher questions (p.05), and attended more

than second or third graders to pupil answers (pZ.02). High achievers in

reading attended more to teacher questions than low achievert (p4.001).

Pupils hif,h in peer status attended more to pupil responses than pupils of middle

or low peer status (pi...09. There were no ethnic differences in attention

to either teacher questons or pupil responses.

Theselindings demonstrate that selective attention was occurring in

both the classroom and play setting. We. assume that children believed this

selective attention to be functional for some purpose. We might surmise that

chfldren'attended closely to directing/influencing language in play settings in

4

order to defend themselves, or protect themselves from being controlled by

their playmates. And indeed, Wilkinson & Dollaghan (1979) have provided examples
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of childrep can be in use of indirect refusals to follow peer

directives.

But how might attention to the comments of other pupils be seen as func-
,

tional in the classroom? To answer this question we must consider how several

other findings might be integrated with the findings on attention to other

pupils. The critical perceptions of classroom participants to be considered

here are:

1. Teachers' questions were asked in order to give information (to tell
or teach), rather than toget information (agreed to'by both teachers
and pupils);

2. Pupil responses were given because the teacher asked a'question
(agreed to by both teachers and pupils);

3.' Pupil responses were more salient (attended to more often and/or -

deemed more important to report as being heard)' than teacher questions
(agreed to by both teachers and pupils);

4. Praise was given because the pupils' responses were right, or good
(agreed to by both teachers and pupils);

5. Praised responses were more salient than unpraised responses (data
ffaipupils only); and

6. Responses which occurred in "extended" question cycles (several re-
sponses- to same question, or responses which are probed by teacher)

were more salient than those which occurred in "short" cycles (data
from pupils only).

How might all these perceptions be integrated? We suggeSt that the threads

might be wov,a together in pupils' minds (consciously or unconsciously) in the

following way. Teacher questions serve to identify the things that one ought

to know. Pupils repond to these questions because that is the "natural" course

of events - -4 question is asked, an answer isgiven. The answers to questions

inform other pupils, so that if one pupil knows what ought to be known, soon

allipupils may know it. It is the pupil responses, therefore, that ore must

attend to, in order to know what should be known. When a pupil response

is right it is praised, as indeed i should be, for not only does this response

demonstrate that the one pupil knows what ought to be known, it informs all

W.:tar pupils, correctly, so that they now know as well (or so that they are
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confirmed in whaethey thought to'be correct). A pupil response which i,

praised is probably a better (more accurate) presentation of information than

one which is not praised (although an unpraised comment may not really be wrong),

so it is probably useful for other pUpils to make a special nottf,comments

which draw teacher praise. A question cycle that is extended by the teacher

(making it a conjunctive cycle, or embedding a new cycle within it) serves

to indicate to pupils that this is_a particularly important question, so that

pupils should give special attention to the response(s) which it elicits.

Thievision,of "the way it works" fits both pupil and teacher descriptioni

of the functions of questions, responses, and praise, as well as pupil patterns

of attentionto classroom' language. It seems possible, then that teachers'

and pupils in this study shared,a common understanding of the function of the

solicit-response-react cycle as'an integrated unit that contributes to learning

in,Classrooms.

To summarite, .the findings on salience of language events, when combined

with the findings on participant perceptions of the funCtions of questions,

responses, and praise, sugg.3t that pupils and teachers interprcted classroom

questioning as follows:

1. Teacher questions served to identify the things that one ought to
know;

2. The answers tp questions served to inform other pupils;

3. Praise served to mark the pupil responses that were particularly
"good;" and

4. Teacher extension of a question cycle served to indicate to pupils
that this was a particularly important question.

Participation in Classroom Discourse
and Success in School,

If this view of classroom questioning is valid (i.e., really. operated

in the minds of these pupils and teachers) then it would follow that pupil

responses were perceived as critical to the learning of other pupils. Teachers

might operationalize this view..by calling on pupils who were more apt to give
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responses that would help otheis learn, i.e., pupils who were more successful

in school. Pupas-might operationalize this view by attending differentially

to the responses of pupils, who would help them'learn again,i.the pupils who

were more successful in school. We can test the validity of the view, to some

.

degree, therefore, by noting whether either or both of these behaviors did

in fact occur.

Verbal participation in class discussions.* The pupil status variables

that contributed to frequency of verbal participation in class discussions

for pupils in this study are diagrammed in Figure 7. Entering reading achieve-

ment was the best predictor of academic success (final reading achievement),

but it is,interesting to note that both entering reading. and participation

in class discussions contributed significantly to the explained variance in

final reading achievement (1)=.0001 and p=.0027, respectively). Neither entering

reading nor status with teacher, two important measures of "success" in school,

contributed significantly to the variance in participation in discussions by

itself, but they did contribute jointly. This finding supports the proposed

view of classroom questioning, for teachers did appear to be calling on pupils

they considered to be. more successful.

Note also that while peer status was an important measure of classroom

social success, and was related to both entering reading achievement and Status

with teacher (entering reading and status with teacher each contributed signifi-

cantly to the explained variance in peer status, with p=.0049 and .0004, respec-

tively), it was not a direct measure of academic success, and it was not related

to participation in class discussion. Ethnicity was also related to entering

reading (p <.05), but it was not in itself a direct measure of success In

school. It did not contribute-to explained variance in peer status, or status

with teacher, and it did not contribute to the explained variance in partici-
.

pation'in class discussion. These findings also tend to support the proposed

view of classroom qqestioning, for teachers were not calling differentially

4 Chi square and regression analysis were used with these data.
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FIGURE 7
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on pupas who were not clearly more successful academically.

Boys, however, were called on (participated) significantly more 'than

girls. But boys were no more successful than .girls on any of the concurrent

success measures (entering reading, peer.status, or status with teacher).

This finding does not necessarily negate the proposed view. It does suggest,

however, that teachers used guidelines other than expected academic success

in choosing who to call on to participate in class discussions. Other studies

indicate that boys volunteer more than girls (Brophy & Good, 1974; Potter, 1974),

and that teachers interact on the whole more with boys than with girls (Meyer

& Thompson, 1956;.. Cherry, 1975).

For teachers in this study, then, the evidence indicates that pupils who

were called on and who participated most frequently in class disCussions did

tend to be pupils who were more successful in school, and who might, therefore,

be more apt to give responses that would help other pupils leapi.. It is clear,

however, that this was not the only factor operating in teachers' allocation

of "turns" to talk. Further, it is important to note that we collected no

data on who volunteered to talk,thoughit was a rather strictly followed

"rule" in each of these classrooms that the teacher called on pupils who did

have their hands raised. This procedure would put some additional constraints

on what pupils the teacher called on to participate, and may account for the

lower participation of high - achieving girls vs. high - achieving boys (p(.01).

Salience of language sources. Attention to the comments of other pupils

did vary according to the classroom status of the speaker. Overall, ratios

of attention were higher for the comments of pupils who were high in entering

-reading achievement, and lower for pupils low in entering reading (p<.01).

Ratios of attention were also highest for pupils who participated frequently

in class discussions (p.01). Furthermore, these patterns of attention varied

significantly for the subgroup of listeners who were high achieving readers

.(p(.001), and for the subgroup of listeners who were frequent participants

* Friedman analysis of variance by ranks was used with these data.



(1111::01); but not for any other subgroups' within those variables. Thus,7pupils

in general appeared,to be following strategies of attending more closely to

pupils who were more successful (i.e.i-might help them learn), and pupils

who were more successful exhibited these "strategies," or patterns of attention,

more strongly than other - pupils.

Pupil status variables that were not 'directly related to academic success

(Sex and peer status) did not relate significantly to overall pupil variation

in ratios of attention. That is, boys were not attended to more than girls,

and high peer status pupils were not attended to more than low peer status

pupils. -his latter finding is particularly important, for if attention to the

comments of other pupils were a purely social pfienomenon, we would expect

high deer status pupils to be attendei to more closely.

Ethnicity was no_t_a_direct measure of.success-in school, and in general,

few crhnic differences were found in this study. However, ethnicity was related

to entering reading achievement, with Mexican-American pupils significantly

lower than Anglos or other minorities in entering reading (p<.05). Overall,

ratios of attention were significantly,higher for Anglo pupils, and lower

for Mexican-American pupils (p(.01). There was no significant variation

in patterns of attention for any ethnic subgroup of pupils. The only two

classrooms that showed significant variation in patterns of attention by entering

reading achievement of the speaker were also the only two to show significant

variation by ethnicity of speaker. Therefore, it appeared that the overall

Vatikation of attention by ethnicity of speaker was at least partly a result

of the ethnic differences in entering reading achievement.

Pupil status with teacher was an important measure of success in school.

Overall, ratios of att ntion to pupil comments did not vary significantly by

the speaker's status with the teacher. However, there were grade level dif-

ferences in patterns of attention, such that fourth graders showed significant
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variation in ratios of attention based on all three of the "success" variables.

Fourth graders give more attention to the comments of high achievers (p<,.01),

frequent participants (p (.01),-and pupils high in status with the teacher

(11.001). Third graders showed no significant differences in ratios of at-

tention ba'sed on any of these variables.' Neither third graders nor fOhi-th

graders showed significant variation in ratios of attention based on the three

variables that were not direct Measurbs of academic success in school (ethnicity,

sex, and peer atus).

When the data on ratios of attention for classrooms E and F, the two

classes which differed significantly in final reading achievement, were

examined, there were significant patterns of attention identified ineach

classroom. It was not possible to say that one cllass displayed more "eff.-.ctive"

strategies of attending to pupils froth whom they might learn, for each class

seemed to be using some strategies that could bd effective, but neither class

showed significant variation on all three of the "success" variables. It

was the case, however, that pupils in classroom F, the higher. achieving class,

showed higher overall ratios of attention to the comments of other pupils

(mean ratio of attention was .224)_ than did pupils in'Classroom E (mean ratio =

.170), and this difference was significant at the level of p=.0188 (Mann-Whitney U).

The reader may remember that these two classrooms also differed in patterns

of classrooln interaVon, according to our sociolinguists Teacher F used the

"most natural conversational language," and Teacher E waA the "best example of

teacherese." This suggests that patterns of pupil attention were related

to patterns of classroom language use as well.

The data on pupil patterns of attention to the comments of oth.r pupils

in general support the'view of class oo estioning presented here. Pupils

were attending differentially to other pupils' ents based on the speaker's .

classroom status forthe status' variables directly re ted to academic, success,

but not in most cases for the-status variables not directly related to academic
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success. Foarth graders displayed these attention strategies to-a marked

degree, but third graders-did not, suggesting that "learning how to learn"

from other pupils might be a deVelopmental process. Pupils who were more

successful academically displayed these strategies to a marked degree, but

pupils who were less successful did not, suggesting that those who had learned

)how to arn from other pupil4-did in fact learn more than those who had not.

In two claisrooms which differed significantly in final reading achievement

(entering reading, controlled for), pupils in the higher achieving class showed

higher overall ratios of attention to the comments of other pupils, though

they did not display clearly more effective "strategies" of attending to aca-
,/-

demically successful pupils.

Summary. To summarize, the view of classroom questioning presented here,

which suggests, that teachers and pupils in this stud ? believed that pupil

responses to questions served to help other pupils learn, was rather strongly

supported by the data on participation in classroom discourse. Teachers in

this study appeared to operationalize this view by calling on pupils who were

more likely to give responses that might help other pupils to learn,: for the

upils tended tc be

the pupils who were most successful academically. Pupils appeared to opera-

tionalize this view by attending differentially to the responses of pupils

who might help them learn, for the pupils who were attended to most closely

were the pupils who were most successful academically.

.It is important to note also that the pupils who participated verbally

in class discussions most frequently were the pupils who scored highest in

final reading achievement (entering reading controlled for). This suggests
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that active participants may have learned most from classroom discussions.

Perhaps active participation improves one's attention to the comments of others.

Next questions. Our data have not yet been analyzed td identify whether
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those pupils who were frequent particOants had higher overall ratios of

55

attention to the comments of Other pupils than those who were less frequent

participants. Nbr have we detemined whether pupils who most closely followed

the attention "strategies" which would appear to be most effective for learning

from other pupils were in fact the pupils who achieved most. These are clearly

the next questions to be answered A tracing relationships between participant

perceptions of classroom-discourse and pupil success in school..

Teachers' Expectations
and Pupils' Communicative Behavior*

One important question remains to be addressed. Much his been written

about how teacher expectations may be affected by language differences in

pupils' (Wight, 1971, 1975; Stubbs, 1976). For teachers in this study, expec-

tations for pupil success in reading were significantly related to ratings

of pupils on various communicative characteristics. Contingency coefficients

indicated that the strongest relationships were between predictions of success

in reading and ratings on use of standard English (.45), but relationships be-

tween predictions of success and listening attentively in class were almost

as high (.43). Ratings on pupil participation in class discussions were

next most closely related to predictions of success (.39), and ratings on

following the "no talking" rules in class were least closely related (.25).

Thus, pupils' communicative behavior did appear to affect teachers' expectations

for pupils. Furthermore, the communicative behavior that would seem to have

the least direct affect on pupil learning, but might be most closely associated

with "annoyance factors" for teachers, (i.e., following the "no-talking" rules)

was least closely related to teacher expectations for pupil success.

It was also the case that teachers' predictions of pupil success in reading

had some basis in prior pupil achievement. Pupils who were low in entering

reading achievement were not uniformly predicted to.have low success in reading,

but all pupils who were average or high in entering reading were predicted to

4 Chi square and regression analysis were used for these data.
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be at least average in success in-reading.

It.is wOrth noting that teacher expectations and ratings of pupils were

significantly related over time (September-through December). Contingency

coefficients for the ratings over time indicated that the most stable teacher

perception was the prediction of success in reading (.53). Perceptions of

communicative behaviors were all lesi stable than this, with contingency

coefficients for following "no talking" rules being the strongest (.46), and

listening attentively (.39) and participatiori in class discussions (.35)

being least strong. Stability of teacher perceptions of pupil use of standard

English-could not be tested, since several teachers declined to rate pupils

on this characteristic in September, saying they did not yet kno4 pupils well

enough to make this judgment. This tendency for teacher perceptions of probable

pupil success to be more stable over time than their perceptions of communicative

behavior makes sense, since behavior is presumably more amenable to change

than ability.

40
It is also worth noting that teacher perceptions of these pupils were

rather heavily weighted on the positive side. For example, 94 pupils were

predicted to be successful in reading, and only 30 to be unsuccessful. Similar

patterns occurred for each of the ratings on pupils' communicative behavior.

With such a preponderance of "highs" in each category, it was not surprising

that pupils rated high in one characteristic tended to be rated high on others

as well. In only one instance did a significant relationship between ratings

derive mainly from a tendency for teachers to rate pupils as low on, each of

two characteristics, and that was the relationship of predicted success in

reading to use of standard English. Thus it would appear that in general the

significant relationships among the ratings of these teachers were associated

more with a "halo" effect than with self-fulfilling prophe.cies about pupils

who were destined to fail in school. It is clear, however, that, as the
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literature suggests (Wighti 1971, 1975; Stubbs,,1976) dialectical differences

were related to tea her attitudes about pupils in ways that might possibly'

affect pupirperformance.

To examine this possibility more carefully, teacher expectations for pupils

and teachli ratings of pupils' communicative behavior were combined to form

a composite score, which we have called "pupil status with teachSr." Regression

analyses showed that entering reading achievement and peer status of pupils

each contributed significantly tn'the explained variance in pupil status-with

teacher (p=.0008 and .0240, respectively), but ethnicity and sex did not:

Thus, pupils' social - competence as well as their academic competence appeared

to be a factor in teacher judgments. Furthermore, stereotypes about the

inabilities of minority group children in general did not seem to be reflected

in the judgments these teachers made about pupils. That is, the specific

factor of dialectical difference made a difference in teachers' perceptions

of pupils. The general factor of minority group membership did not.

The role that teacher judgments of pupils (i.e., pupil status with teacher)

played in pupil participation in class iiscussioni has already been discussed.

We reiterate it briefly here. Pupil status with teacher did not contribute

directly to explained variance in either participation in class discussions

or final achievement in reading. It contributed jointly with entering reading

achievement to explained variance in participation in class discussions, and

thus indirectly to final achievement in reading.

We also reported previously that ethnicity did not contribute, significantly

to explained variance in pupil participation in discussion. We add here the ob-

servation that teacher ratings of pupils on dialectical differences (using

standard English) were least strongly related of all the communicative behaviors

to their ratings of pupil participation in class discussion (contingency

coefficient = .24). Thus, opportunity to participate was not limited by minority

group membership, and teachers did not believe that children who were dialectically
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differenttperticipated significantly less in class discussions.

To summarize, while teacher expectations for pupils were clearly related

to pupils' communicative behavior, they were also clearly related to prior

academic achievement, which was the best single'predictor of "final" academic

achievement. Further, while teacher judgments about pupils were clearly

related to final success in reading, they were also clearly not the major con-

tributing factor. In fact, they operated rather_ indirectly, contributing to

variance in pupil participation in class discussions in combination with'

entering reading achievement, and only thereby contributing to variance in

final reading achievement.

The Non-Significance
of Family_lAnguage Factors

5$

We cannot conclude this'report on the various findings of this study without

scime comments on the apparent non-significance of family language factors

for pupils in this study.

The only family language variable examined in detail in this study was

ethnic background. For pupils in this study there were no statistically sig-

nificant differences between Anglos, Mexican-Americans, and Blacks and other

minorities in relation to any of the following variables:

1) perceptions of the rules of discourse in school, home, or play settings;

2) perceptions of the units and salient features of discourse in school,

home, or play settings;
gre

3) perceptions of the functions of questions and responses in school

and home settings;

4) salience of teacher questions and pupil responses (as apparent in

reports of what was heard being said in lessons);

5) frequency of participation in class discussions;

6) status with peers; and

7) status with teacher.-

There'were significant ethnic differences in entering reading achieve-
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ment, with Mexican-American pupils displaying lower achievement than either

Anglos or Blacks and other minority group children. However, when entering

reading achievement was controlled for by use of regression analysis, Mexican-

American :hildren hare riot significantly different from others in final read-

ing achievement (though this closely approached significance, with p -<.055).

These findings do not necessarily contradict the assumptions on which

this study was based, (i.e., that the cllturally different pupil will probably

'perceive classroom communication from a different pcrspective than the teacher

add other pupils; that the teacher may have negative Ltitudes about the cul-

turally different pupil's participation in classroom discourse; and that

both of thebe factors may combine to lead to poor school achievement for

the culturally different child). In fact, in a rather unexpected way, these

findings may support these assumptions.

What appears tobe the case for our particular pupil population is that

ethnic differences were not compounded by differences in socioeconomic status,

family stability, parent interest in school achievement, nor even, or most
I

pupils, by differences in mastery of English. Thus, these Mexican-AMerican

children were not socially, culturally, or linguistically different enough from

,

the other children in their school to perceive or participate in classroom

discourse it, markedly different ways, or to be perceived by their teachers

as markedly different. Their evident deficit in enta ng reading achieve-

ment was not ielnforded by concomitant deficits in Sitis with peers or'status

with teacher, and they did not fall significantly further behind in reading

as the school year progressed.

What these findings demonstrat. is that ethnic (cultural) difference,

in,and of itself, does not (need not) lead automatically to school failure.

What they suggest is that we need td ;;aillne in much greater detail 'the inter-

action of cultural differences with socioeconomic and other differences in

family background, as these relate to school achievement deficits. For now,
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it is import. note that these findings regarding the non-significance of

family language actors (ethnic background) are undoubtedly,related to some of

the unique (and, we feel, positive) characteristics of our particular schdol

population. We would not expect to see these findings replicated in -

ferent setting's (e.g., a bilingual class, or with pupils whose parents re mi-

grant workers).

The Possible Significance
of Peer Group Language Factors:
A Question for Further Study *

Margaret Lay7Dopyera conducted an analysis of language in children's play

groups. Though based on a sample only six play groups, the data point to

the possible significance of peer group language factors in.pupils' success '

in, school. The most frequently occurring language events in the play settings

'we observed were Information-Giving, Attention-Getting; and Directing/Influencing.

This corroborated children's reports pointing to attention-gptting and directing/

influencing as important language functions in play settings.

How different were these patterns from the patterns of classroom discourse?

In these classrooms as in most, the predominant patte= was: teacher asks a

question (Information-Seeking); children raise their hands (Attention-Getting);

a child answc,:s the quostion (Infurmation-Giving); and the teacher may or may

not react (possibly Approving). Frequently the teacher's opening move in this

question cycle involved several speech acts that were appropriately called

managing (Directing). Clearly, attention-p-tting, information-giving, and

directing/influencing were important language functions in both classroom and

play settings. IIt.this is not to say that they operated similarly in both

settings.
t.

Attention-getting was primarily nonverbal in classrooms. "Raise your

hand" was the most univeisally understood rule pf classroom discourse. Attention-

getting in these play groups was very verbal. The most frequently used -fords

and phrases were: "Lookit;" "Hey, you guys;" "Kevin (or calling another

* Regression analysis and analysis of variance were used with these data.
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child by name):" and "See what I'm making." These devices certainly did not.

guarantee the desired attention of playmates, and when attention was gained,

it was fleeting. No.one monitored the bids and distributed the attention

among participants, as an effective teacher might. Each child dispensed his/

her own attention to others, rarely in any equal fashion. The differences

in attention-getting in the two gettingsare'cleat.

Information7giving by pupils was largely reactive in classromediscourse,

i.e., it usually occurred in response to a teacher's question. One of the

consequences of this was that pupil responses were rarely given in what teachers'

call "complete sentences." The information-giving in these play - groups was

rarely in response to questions, for few questions were asked. Rather, child

volunteered information that they wanted to share with others. 'It is interesting

to note that most of these utterances were "complete sentences," (and were

reported back as such by children who observed the videotape). For exam

I'm gonna make a bridge.
I'm finished.
I'm building a trap for Bugs Bunny.
I'm going to make a colored snake.
This is the Lincoln log-ride.
This is how the log ride goes.
It's my birthday tomorrow.
"Jade" starts with a J.
My mother's name isn't KAren.
These pipe cleaners aregood for making bracelets.
It looks like a tower.
It's so high I can't reach the top.

I

In addition, much of the information shared was in the form of "participant

informatives," i.e., the speaker included him/herself in the statement. This

was in contrast to discourse in these children's classrooms, where "non-participant

,informatives,
ft- (talking about objects, events, of concepts without personal

reference) predominated. Clearly, information-giving was also very different

in the two settings.

Directing/influencing was almost exclusively, the teacher's prerogative in

classrooM discourse, but in the play setting everyone got into the act.
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Children typically get a good deal of practice in this language function while

interacting with peers, and as Wilkinson & Dollaghan (1979) note they are adept

not only at "softening".the forms of their directives, the: can also be skillful,

at indirect refusals to follow peer directives. Opportunity for pupils to

.

use this communicative skill is not often present in teacher-directed lessons.

In sum, it would appear that while the types of language events that pre-

dominated in these play settings were also frequent events in the classroom

discourse the children experienced, the carrying out of the associated language

functions was very different in the two settings. The communication skills

which children might develop in the play setting were rarely exercised in the

classroom lesSon.

-This finding is not very surprising. However, many prior studies that

have compared children's language in these two settings have focused on minority

culture groups, suggesting that the differences found resulted from differences

between minority and dominant cultures, and contributed singularly vo the

academic difficulties of minority groip.children (e.g., Philips, 1972; Boggs,

1972; Dumont, 1972). These data'suggest that a more pervasive ditfe-ence

exists, thelifference between the subculture of childhood and the dominant

culture of adulthood. Most importantly for educators, perhaps, is the fact

that the communicative competencies which these children appeared to be practic4ng

and developing in play groups were rarely built on or utilized in the class-

room setting

. The fact that there were important similarities in these children's patterns

of if guage reception (or processing of sociolinguistic information) in class-

room and play settings was the most interesting finding from lurown point of

view. These children had -learned certain skills of screening out language

events which predominated in frequency of occurrence but were apparently per-

ceived as less important for purposes of effective functioning in the setting

;(e.g., teacher questions in lessons, and attention-getting of:playmates .n
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play settings). At the same time they had developed skill in attending to

language events which occurred less frequently, but were apparently perceive4

as quite important for effective finctionink in the setting (e.g., pupil

responses to questions in lessons, and.directing/influenEing attempts of play-

mates in play settings).

Peer status and sek were related to patterns of processing information

in bot) lesson and play settings. Participants of higher peer steals reported

back more total information (language and social context) in both 'settings

(p<#.1)2 in lessons;Fp.01 in play groups). (=iris appeared to be more alert

than boys to the source of language in both settings, reporting back more comments

of other girls than of boys in lessons (p4:.01) and citing more playmates as

sources of language in play settings (P4005).

These findings suggest to us that while the language production skills

which children practiced in play settings were not frequently used in Class=

room lessons, the language reception skills which they practiced were being

used. Zcirainly,children are called on to be receivers of language in classroom

lessons more frequently than they are called on to be producers of language.

The question is, were these reception skills, productive or effective in class-

room lessons. The answer would seem to be ln the negative, at leasf with regard

to final reading achievement.

Findings indicated that pupils successful in the peer group (high,

in peer status) tended to "screen out" teacher questions, but academically

successful pupils (entering reading achievement) did not (p 4:.001).'

Higher "infortation load," which was characteristic of information

processing in both play and lesson settings for children who achieved social

success in the peer group, did not contribute significantly to final reading

achievement, when entering r ading was controlled for, girls' alertness to

lang ge sources in both settings was apparently not an academically effective

rategy either, for girls were s:gnificantly lower than 'boys in final-reading
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achievement, when entering reading was controlled for (p<.02).

The...faits 'from this study thus suggest that while children appeared to be

applying language reception strategies which they practiced in play groups to

64

the classroom lesson setting, these strategies were probably not information

processing strategies which led to effective learning in the classroom setting.

In fact, reception strategies which were effective in peer group settings

*eight even have been counterproductive in lessons. The possibility of detrimental

effects of peer interaction on the language development of young children has

been raised by other studies (Bates, 1975; Nelson, 1973). Clearly, this is
v

a ter which deserves further study.

We have one final observation.` All of our findings seem to lend strength

- to Stubbs' (1976) statement that the peer groUp _is "the most powerful linguistic

influence on children." There has been much interest in recent years in com-

Paring home and school settings in order to identify "discontinuities" which

may exist, and may cc-utribute to children's diffivulties in learning to read.

In fact, several of the.eight sociolinguistic studies funded by NIB, of which

this is one, were designed to address that question. The findings presented

here suggest that we should not limit our attention to, or even, perhaps,

concentrate our attention on, adult-child interactions in the out-of-school

setting. Interactions among children in play groups can provide us with val-

uable information about how communication skills learned in informal settings
(--

may affect communicative competence In the classroom. In particular, we need

to learn much more about how language reception operates in these two settingA.

rich research could make it possible for us eventually to help teachers to

build classroom discussion processes on children's communicative competencies.

CONCLUSION
4

In conclusion, we return to our original paradigm to examine the overall

pattern of relationships among the variables considered in this study. Figure
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8 presents this paradigm. The single lines indicate relationships that were

examined in this study. The double lines indicate relationships that were found

to be significant: The "laddered" lines indicate that discontinuities as

well as similarities existed between pupil perceptions of discourse at home

and play, and pupil perceptions of classroom discourse. While pupil perceptions

of discourse at home and play did not relate directly to pupil success in

school, they appeared ,o relate indirectly, through these discontinuities.

Family language factors (ethnic background) were only minimally related to

any discourse variable, for ethnic differences only showed up with regard to

status differentials expressed in forms of address used to "get someone to'

do something" in home and school settings, and no tests of significance were

run on these descriptive ratios. There were significant differences in pupils'

patterns of attention to comments of other pupils (a "participation in classroom

discourse" variable) which appeared to be tied to differences in entering reading

achievement.

Taken together, the findings presented here suggest that we would be well

advised to search for indirect relationships between home-school discontinuities

in the rules of discourse and pupil success in school. From the data presented

here, the chain of relationships to be Investigated would appear to be:

ome-School
iscontinuities

' in Rides of
Discourse

[Classroom
Language
Processes

Pupil Perceptions Pupil
) of Functions of Participation

Classroom Questioning 1 in'Classroom

1C

Discourse

Pupil Status
in the
Classroom

Final --

Reading
Achievement]

The findings on play group interaction also suggest that further research

could focus productively on indirect relationships between play-school discon-

tinuities in children's participation in discourse, and children's' success
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of Classrooi Discourse

Child's Perception
of Discourse at Hose

and t Play

.Family Language
Factors

Child's Perception
of Classroom Discourse

[Classroom Language
Factors

ti

Child's Participation
in Classroom Discourse
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in school. Here, the chain of relationships.to be investigated would appear

to be:

Classroom
Language,
Processes

Play-School
Discontinuities
in "Effective"

Reception
Strategies

Pupil Perceptions o
the Salience of
Language
and Language Sources
in Classroom Discourse

Final

Reading
Achievement)i'

[-
Pin

T
g

Status

It is important to note that theiralationships among variables that have

been identified in this study are not generalizable, since they are based

only on data from 164 pupils and six 4eachers in six classrooms in a single

elementary school. However, the purpose of any in-depth, small sample, descrip-

tive study is primarily to generate concepts and hypotheses for further investi-

gation. We submit that this purpose has been achieved in this study, and that

important questions for future research on teaching have been identified.

We earnestly hope that they can and will be p,rsued.
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A POSTgeRIPT:
COMMENTS ON THE "TRIANGULATION" METHOD

The principle method 4f analysis used in this study derived from Stubbs'

ti

(1976) comments about the necessity of using interprtations of participants

in the social setting, as well as outside observers, in arriving at any accurate

understanding of the social meaning of language. Adelman and Walker (1975) coined

the term "triangulation" to refer to this integration of Several perspectives.

--We have, -perhaps, carried the method of "triangulation" to extremes in this

study, but we have found it to be an extremely fruitful procedure.

Figure 9 illustrates the various ways in which triangul,,Ation of perceptions

has been used in the analysis of data for this study. We began with the first

"triangle," integrating alternative perceptions of classroom discourse to get

a more complete picture of the sociat meaning of language in lessons. As each

successive "triang1-" was added. our pictute grew and developed. Gradually,

we "circled in" on ale problem.

Clearly, there is much more research to be done before we can begin to

believe that we have most of the pieces of the puzzle in place. The method

of triangulation is a valuable tool, and can contributea great deal in the

continued search. It deserves particular attention, which is why we highlight

it here. The method is described in more detail in the technical reports.

41.
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Circling in with "Triangulation"
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All of the findings summarized here are reported in considerably more detail

in the five-part final report, and in asupplementary paper on pawn attention

patterns (Morine-Dershimer, Galluzzo & Tully, 1981). Copig of these reports

are available from the Division for the Study of Teaching at Syracuse University

for a nominal fee. The reports are listed below.

Tenenberg, M., Morine- Dershimer, G. & Shuy, R What did anybody say? (Salient,'

features of classroom discourse). Part I of Final Report of Participant

Perspectives of Classroom Discourse Study. Hayward, California: California

State University at Hayward, 1980. 95 pp.

Morine-Dershimer, Tenenberg, M. & Shuy, R. Why Do You Ask? (Interp'retations

of the question cycle). Part II of Final Report of Participant Perspectives

of Class'room Discourse Study. Hayward, California: Califbrnia State

University at'Hayward, 1980. 119 pp.

Morine-Dershimer, G., Galluzzo, G. & Fagal, F. Rules of discourse, classroom

status, pupil participation, and achievement in reading: A chaining of

relationships. Part III of Final Report of Participant Perspectives of

Classroom Discourse Study. Hayward, California: California St4te University

at Hayward, 19,80. 117 pp.

Morine-Dershimer, G., Ramirez, A., Shuy, R. & Galluzzo. G. How do we knowA

(Alternative descriptions of classroom discourse). Part IV of final Report

of Participant Perspectives of Classroom Discourse Study. hayward, California:

California State University at Hayward, 1980. 102 pp.

Morine-Dershimer, G., Lay-Dopyera, M. & Graham, P. L. Attending to the discourse

of classmates in play settings. Part V of Final Feport of Participant

Perspectives of Classroom Discourse Study. Hayward: California: California

State University at Hayward, 1981. 27 pp.

Morine-Dershimer, G., Galluzzo, G. & Tully, H. Who hears Atom: Class-^nm

status variables and pupil attention' to the comments of other pupils.

Paper presented at meeting of the American Educational Research Association,

Los Angeles, 1981. 33 pp.
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